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The European Championships were held in
Budapest in June and I am delighted to
report that our Women’s team won a Gold

Medal (more detail on page 25). The last 20 years
have seen some fine performances by this team with
Gold in 1997, 1999 (these two as Great Britain) and
then in 2001, 2012 and this year. That’s a great
record and I hope the team will go to the World
Championships in Lyon next year and win our first
World Championship medal in this category for
just over 30 years.

GENUINE CLUB TEAMS IN NICKO

One of our most popular competitions is the
NICKO, for all our affiliated clubs. The very least
that is required for entry is that those who
participate are genuine members of the club. It was
sad, therefore, when it came to light that teams in
both the NICKO and the plate competition
included players who were not members. These
teams were disqualified and their places given to the
teams they had most recently beaten.
By the time of the competition for the new season
in September we will have our new administration
package in place and this will mean it is possible to
carry out a proper check without a huge
administrative burden before teams start on the
road to win. We will also change the rules to mean
that players must not only be members of the club
they play for but must have been members for at
least three months before the closing date.
That may inconvenience one or two teams this
year but from correspondence received since I
became chairman one of the things that annoys
loyal club members most is players coming to play
for clubs for whom they have little real allegiance.
I’ll be writing to clubs separately but I hope that
they will do their very best to ensure that those who
represent them in both this competition and the

Garden Cities are genuine members of the club who
participate in club life on a regular basis.

KEEPING A LOG OF OUR HISTORY

I’ve written before about the history of our game.
It’s my view that it is one of the responsibilities of a
national bridge organisation to look after and
develop this, and I am glad to say I think we have
done a bit better in this regard in the last two or
three years.
One member is writing a history of the early days
of bridge in England and I hope this will be
published on our website before the end of this year.
A number of our counties have also put some of
their history on their websites. It’s both
disappointing and surprising how cavalier
publications, including our own magazine, were
thirty or forty years ago. Gradually we are finding
out more detail of our past and our archive pages
developing. I’m grateful to the people who have
offered help and also given me detail of some of our
missing results. If any of you have such detail I’d be
glad to hear from you and, of course, you may
persuade your club or county to improve the record
of its history.

MULTI-COLOURED DIARY

Unless you have opted out, you will receive your
diary with this issue. If you have eagle eyes you
might spot that the colour is blue but the dividing
lines in the diary are still green from last year. I’m
not sure how much anyone would care but when
the printing company rang to confess they said that
either they would reprint without cost to us or if we
stuck with what was printed we would have the
warm environmental glow of having saved about
75,000 sheets of paper and, more significantly in my
opinion, a £2,000 reduction in the cost. I hope you
approve of my penny-pinching decision. And the
colour of the ribbon? Blue! Hurray.     r

Competitions and history
by Jeremy Dhondy

From the ChairmanFrom the Chairman
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You are South and the bidding proceeds as
follows (you are Vulnerable v Not):

South        West         North       East
1´              2t             2´ 3t
4´              5t   Pass Pass
?

DOUBLE, BID OR PASS?

Let’s have a look at a typical layout where you
hold South’s Hand A:

You’ll not get close to making 5´. Indeed even 4´
goes down on careful defence – but you might make
ten tricks if, after leading the king of diamonds,
West carelessly continues with a low diamond, to
the nine, ace and ruff. For you cross to the ten of
spades, lead a heart to the jack, then cash the ace of
hearts. You cross to the king of spades and now lead
the jack of diamonds, discarding your third heart.
West wins, but, with his hearts removed finds
himself endplayed to lead a club from his ace-
queen; or a diamond enabling you to throw a club
from dummy and ruff in hand, again only losing the
one club.
So fancy footwork coupled with a misdefence are

required to make even four spades. That makes it
pretty clear not to bid 5´.
How about 5t? Is this contract likely to get close

to making? Not on this layout, certainly. The
defence are bound to score a spade, two hearts and
a club – down two. And this happens when Partner
didn’t have a particularly good defensive hand,
either. I think you can guess which of the pass,
double, bid options I’ll be choosing.
So what happens with Hand B? What indeed?

Why didn’t you bid 4® at your second bid?! In a
competitive auction, such a bid should not be
treated as a slam try, rather a natural second suit
bid, enabling your partner to judge the five level.
I’m loath to construct a typical layout for South

for that simple reason. If partner has

´K 8 7 4     ™10 8 7 3   t9 7   ®K 4 2

he’ll know to bid 5´ over 5t, but if his high cards
are in the red suits he would know not to. Next time
you sit with head in hands, ask yourself whether you
could have avoided the guess by a wiser earlier
auction. Often, you can.

Answers:Hand A should double. Not close. Hand
B should have bid 4® earlier. If the (metaphorical)
waiter bid 4´ (while you took an urgent phone
call), what now? Dunno. Spin a mental coin . . .
Double – Five is for the other side.      r

Shape and strength
by Andrew Robson

Double, Bid or Pass?Double, Bid or Pass?

click

link

Hand A
´ A Q J 8 4 2
™ A J 2
t 3
® K J 9

Hand B
´ A Q 9 5 3 2
™ 5
t 3
® A Q 10 7 5

Hand A – N/S Game – Dealer South
´ K 10 6 3
™ Q 5 4 3
t J 9 2
® 10 6

´ 5 ´ 9 7
™ 9 7 ™ K 10 8 6
t K Q 10 7 5 4 t A 8 6
® A Q 5 3 ® 8 7 4 2

´ A Q J 8 4 2
™ A J 2
t 3
® K J 9

N
W      E

S
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The little differences
by Simon Cope

When we learn how to play bridge, we are
taught that it is important to find a way
to make the contracts we bid, or to

defeat the contracts the opponents bid. In a sense,
that is a ‘pure’ form of bridge, and that would most
closely relate to the strategy for Teams or IMP
scoring. Pairs or MPs, however, has many different
dimensions to it which may not be immediately
obvious.
There are more things to consider when playing

match pointed pairs - as well as considering what is
happening at your table, you need to consider what
might be happening at other tables, because you are
being compared against every other pair sitting in
your direction in the field, not just against one
counterpart playing on the opposition team as is the
case for IMPs. In this new series, I am going to be
highlighting a couple of hands per issue and
discussing how one might approach them
differently depending on the scoring format. 
Let us look at how you might approach a bidding

problem at the two different formats. You pick up
the following collection at game all:

Your right hand opponent deals and opens 2´.
You pass, and the hand on your left bids 4´. Partner
says double, which you play as takeout. The hand on
your right passes, and the spotlight turns to you.
How should you be thinking about this hand at
IMP scoring (mostly teams), and how should your
judgement change when it is MP pairs?

At teams, what you want to do is make sure you
don’t turn a hand where you were dealt a game
contract, which is likely to be the case here (partner
has doubled for takeout at the 4 level, it is likely you
can make 4™ or 5® depending on his shape) into a
hand where you go minus because you let the

opponents push you around. Let’s try and think
what the most likely scenarios are.

• First, they could be two down in 4´ when
you can make 11 tricks in one of your four
card suits.

• Second, they could be one or two down in
4´ when you can’t make anything at the
five level.

• Third, they could be only one down (or even
making!) when you can make 11 tricks your
way.

• Last, they could be three down when you
can make 11 or 12 tricks in one of your
suits. If you are making a slam, it will be
difficult to get there even if you bid, so let’s
not concern ourselves with that scenario.

LOOKING AT THE IMPS (TEAMS)
From the top – if they are two down and you can

make a game, at IMP scoring you can live with +500
instead of the +650 you could have had (only a four
IMP loss). 
If they are one or two down in 4´ and you are not

making anything at the five level, you are happy
with whatever plus score you can get defending.
If they are only down one (or the unlikely make)

and you could make something your way, you have
a very bad result (lose 10 IMPs if they are down one,
and 16 IMPs if it makes and you could make),
although this scenario is the least likely of the four.
Last, if you are collecting +800 from 4´, you will

gain 4 IMPs if you could make +650 your way in
hearts, and 13 IMPs if you were going down at the
five level.
The small gains and losses pretty much offset

each other except for the latter case when you would
gain a big swing by passing (when they are down 2
or 3 and you don’t make anything at the five level).
This is a great deal more likely than the time you
would lose a big swing (they make or are down one
when you could have made 11 tricks). Therefore,
passing seems like the best solution.

Game All
´ A 7 4
™ A K 8 6
t 7 3
® 9 7 3 2

click

link

Pairs vs TeamsPairs vs Teams
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IS IT DIFFERENT IN THE PAIRS GAME?

What should you be thinking when faced with
exactly the same decision but in an MP
environment? Bidding decisions at pairs revolve
more around frequency of gain rather than size of
gain. It doesn’t matter whether you go for minus
1100 on a part-score hand or make one trick fewer
than you should in 3NT, you get the same 0%.
Therefore, this hand is a much tougher

proposition. If you pass and collect just 500 against
the 600 or 650 that is available your way, it could be
a disaster. You must consider whether they are likely
to be in the same position as the rest of the room –
or has the auction taken a rather strange turn. On
the assumption that nothing seems unusual, it is
purely a matter of judgement which action will
produce the best score on this deal. I would bid 5™
with this hand, hoping to score more than
defending 4´. 

CHANGING THE PLAY

One is often presented with decisions in the play,
too. Take a look at the following hand from a
duplicate session:

The auction is a simple 1™:3™, 4™. The
opponents cash two rounds of diamonds and exit
with a spade, leaving you to your own devices. With
nothing at all to go on, what is the correct way to
tackle the trump suit? At Pairs (MPs), it is clear to
play a heart to the ace, and follow it with a heart to
the jack on the way back. This will make the
contract any time trumps are 3-2 or when there is a
singleton queen floating around, with an overtrick
when the queen is onside in an even split.

However, you would go down if there is Q-10-x-x
sitting over the K-J-x-x. So you must tackle the
hand differently in a teams match.  What you have
to ensure is that you bring home your game
contract. There is a safety play available in the
trump suit, to ensure you only lose one trick in the
suit as long as it does not break 5-0. You cash the ™K
first (counter-intuitive) and then lead a low one
towards the remaining A-9-4. As long as the hand
underneath the A-9-4 follows, you simply cover
their card (so put in the nine if they play low). This
protects us against that hand having started with Q-
10-x-x. If the hand on our right started with that
holding, when we lead the second round of hearts
the hand on our left will show out - meaning we can
put the ace up and lead towards the jack. Our RHO
makes their queen, but that is it. When we get in we
can draw the remaining trump and claim.
Effectively, we are sacrificing an overtrick IMP

some of the time, hoping for an occasional and
much more lucrative game swing when the layout is
unfriendly and our counterpart declarer next door
plays carelessly.             r

N/S Game. Dealer South
             ´  K 8 3
             ™  A 9 4 2
            t  9 4
            ®  K J 5 3
                 
                 
                 

             
             ´  A Q 10
             ™  K J 6 3
            t  Q 3
            ®  A Q 6 2 

N
W      E

S
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THE Summer term was drawing to a close and
the time had arrived for the annual teams-
of-8 match between the Masters and the

Boys. 
‘The Matron played well last year,’ observed Bertie

Bellis. ‘What do you think, Headmaster, will she be
in our team again?’
The Headmaster drew on his pipe. ‘I don’t see

why not,’ he replied. ‘Stefan Götel does a good job,
managing to play most of the hands.’
‘Indeed,’ said Bertie Bellis. ‘Let’s keep it simple

and play the same team as last year.’
On a warm evening the following week, the

match was underway. This was an early board:

West          North       East           South
Bertie          Neil           Percy          John
Bellis           Phillips      Cutforth      Hutson 
                                                      1´
Pass            3´            Pass           4NT
Pass            5™            Pass           6´
All Pass

Bertie Bellis led the queen of diamonds and John
Hutson won with the ace. After drawing trumps
with the queen and ace, he cashed the king of hearts
and played the ™10 to his ace. The fourth-former

blinked when West discarded a diamond. Bertie had
started with a singleton heart? Why on earth hadn’t
he led it?
With the heart suit not providing the hoped-for

twelfth trick (even after two ruffs), Hutson now had
to rely on a club finesse. He crossed to dummy with
a heart ruff and played a club to the queen.
‘Sorry,’ said Bertie Bellis, as he won with the king.

The slam was one down.
‘That was unlucky,’ John Hutson observed. ‘I

combined the chances in hearts and clubs but they
both went wrong.’
Bertie Bellis leaned forward. ‘What if you play a

heart to the king and then run the ™10 to my hand?’
he suggested. ‘If it loses to my queen, the rest of the
hearts will be good and you can throw three clubs
from dummy.’
‘Oh no!’ exclaimed John Hutson, tapping himself

on the side of the head. ‘How did I miss that?’
‘It’s a good thing you didn’t lead your singleton

heart, Bertie,’ observed Percy Cutforth. ‘That gives
him the contract on a plate.’
‘Not a very tempting lead when Phillips here had

shown two key-cards,’ Bellis replied. ‘You could
hardly hold an ace on that bidding.’

At the other side of the room, the Matron and
Stefan Götel faced two sixth-formers who were
about to leave the school for three years at
university. This was the deal before them:

Game All. Dealer South. 
´ A K 9 6
™ K 10 
t 7 6 4
® 8 7 4 3

´ 7 4 ´ 5 3
™ 4 ™ Q 9 8 6 2
t Q J 10 8 3 2 t K 9 5 
® K 10 9 6 ® J 5 2

´ Q J 10 8 2
™ A J 7 5 3
t A
® A Q

N
W      E

S

E/W Game. Dealer South. 
´ 7
™ 10 7 4 3
t A J 6 5 4
® K J 3

´ J 6 ´ 10 4
™ A K Q 9 ™ J 8 6 2
t Q 10 8 2 t K 7 
® 6 5 4 ® A Q 9 7 2

´ A K Q 9 8 5 3 2
™ 5
t 9 3
® 10 8

N
W      E

S

The Matron’s Great Defence
by David Bird

Bridge FictionBridge Fiction

click
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West          North       East           South

Stefan         Charles      The            Harry

Götel          Bucknell     Matron       Walsh-Atkins 

                                                      4´

Pass            Pass          Pass

Stefan Götel would have liked to lead the king of
hearts, asking for a count signal from his partner.
This might help him to judge how many heart
winners could be taken. Sadly, the idea of playing
‘Ace for Attitude, King for Count’ opening leads was
beyond the Matron’s repertoire. When he contented
himself with a lead of the ace of hearts, dummy
went down and he saw an unhelpful ™2 from his
partner. 
The somewhat portly Harry Walsh-Atkins ruffed

the heart continuation and drew trumps in two
rounds. His next move was to run the ®10, which
lost to the Matron’s ®Q. Still, with any luck he
would be allowed to set up a club winner for a
diamond discard.
If declarer was 2-2 in the minor suits, Stefan Götel

did not require a crystal ball to predict what would
happen next. The Matron would persevere with a
wooden third round of hearts. Declarer would ruff
and then set up a club for his tenth trick. The
defenders would never score a diamond trick. The
German master steeled himself for the inevitable.
The seconds ticked by and the Matron had not yet

returned another heart. Was there any chance,
remote as it might be, that she was actually working
out how the contract might be beaten? Her eyes
appeared to be closed. Perhaps she had fallen asleep.
Stefan Götel was soon rewarded by an amazing

sight. The Matron had placed the tK on the table!
Not thinking much of his luck, Walsh-Atkins
allowed the card to win. The Matron promptly
cashed the ®A and the game was one down.
‘What a marvellous defence, Matron!’

congratulated Götel. ‘How did you work it out?’
‘Madge Warner explained an interesting new idea

in her column in Childcare Weekly magazine,’ the
Matron replied. ‘It was all about counting tricks in
defence.’
Stefan Götel blinked. Was this some bizarre

dream?
‘We had one heart trick and two club tricks, so we

needed a diamond trick to beat the contract,’
continued the Matron. ‘I can lend you the magazine
if you’d find it useful!’          r
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Playing teams, West opens two diamonds
which is a weak two bid in diamonds. North
passes and East bids two spades which is

non-forcing. What call do you make with the South
cards?

West       North         East              South
2t          Pass            2´                3™

3´           4™              All Pass

You have a good hand and an excellent suit, so
despite the high level at which you have to enter the
auction, you should bid 3™. West bids 3´ and North
raises you to 4™ and this becomes the final contract.

Against 4™ West leads the ´3 to East’s king. East
then cashes the ace, West following with the nine,
and now switches to the t3. You must rise with the
ace now since this has to be a singleton. How do you
plan the play?

You will need to be able to establish at least one
long club trick and be able to reach it in order to
dispose of a losing diamond, so you will need a
favourable development in trumps, either a two-
two break or the singleton queen to fall. You begin
with one top one, and both defenders follow low.
Now you will need them to divide, so you play
another top trump and your luck is in when West’s

queen falls. What now?
This is where you have got to:

In order to succeed in this contract you will need
to work out the distribution of the club suit since
this will affect how you tackle the suit. If they are
three-three you may need to ruff the third one in
order to keep West off lead at all costs since he has
diamonds to cash. However you know that West
began with three spades, two hearts and six
diamonds, therefore the clubs must be two-four and
logically East’s distribution must be 6-2-1-4. If you
play to ruff the third club, then cross to dummy
with a trump to ruff the fourth one, you will have
established the long club but will be unable to reach
it, so that line isn’t going to work. Can you see any
way to succeed now?

Begin by cashing the king and ace of clubs. Now
play a third club and discard a diamond from hand,
a loser-on-loser play. East will be on lead. His choice
is to concede a ruff and discard, in which case you
can throw you remaining diamond loser from hand,
or play a fourth club which you can ruff, cross to
dummy with a trump, and throw your other
remaining diamond on the established club. This
was the full deal:

N/S Game. Dealer West
             ´  Q 7
             ™  10 9 4
            t  J 9 4
            ®  A 7 6 4 3
                 
                 
                 

             
             ´  10 2
             ™  A K J 6 5 3
            t  A 10 2
            ®  K 8 

N
W      E

S

N/S Game. Dealer West
             ´  –
             ™  10
            t  J 9 
            ®  A 7 6 4 3
                 
                 
                 

             
             ´  –
             ™  J 6 5 3
            t  10 2
            ®  K 8 

N
W      E

S

Discovery plays
by Heather Dhondy

Heather’s HintsHeather’s Hints
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Heather’s hints
• At a critical point in the hand you need to

consider all the clues. Here it was the
bidding and early play that enabled you to
get a full count of the opponent’s
distribution, and this was key to the
remaining play of the hand.

• When the opponents have a suit
established to cash you down, but no
communication, consider making this
loser-on-loser play to assist with
establishing a long suit. If the other suits
are eliminated, the defender on lead will
have to concede the vital additional entry
or a ruff and discard.                                 r

13August 2016 English Bridgewww.ebu.co.uk

´ Q 7
™ 10 9 4
t J 9 4
® A 7 6 4 3

´ J 9 3 ´ A K 8 6 5 4
™ Q 2 ™ 8 7
t K Q 8 7 6 5 t 3
® 10 9 ® Q J 5 2

´ 10 2
™ A K J 6 5 3
t A 10 2
® K 8

N
W      E

S
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Iam returning to the idea of odds and percentageplays in this article. How might you play 4™ on
the following hand? The opponents cash the

first three diamonds before switching to a spade,
leaving you needing the remainder.

Well, you’d take the spade switch on table and
would almost certainly cash the ™K. Assuming
nothing interesting happened you’d play a heart up
to the ™A J and (if East followed small) play . . ?
This is where things get complicated. Let’s see if
we can untangle them a little. If you were to
research ‘Suit breaks’ in a textbook or, these days, via
the internet you’d come across the following snippet
from a percentage table:

When missing four cards
Break Percentage
2 – 2 40%
3 – 1 50%
4 – 0 10%

Thus, in Hand 1 above, hearts are more likely to
split 3-1 than 2-2. Incidentally, this comes as a
surprise to the uninitiated, many of whom assume
that an even split is above 50%. If you really want to
know why the actual odds are as they are (and why

a 3-3 break is only a 36% chance when missing
six cards) I can only suggest that you consult a
qualified statistician. Best not to bother, though.
Trust me – I’m a maths teacher . . .
Back to the plot. You are playing 4™ and have to
bring in the trumps without loss. You cash the ™K
and play up to the ™A J. Should you finesse or play
for the drop? Looking at the percentage table above
you may feel that the odds favour the finesse; after
all, is a 3-1 break not more likely than a 2-2 break?
However, perversely, the drop is the better play. You
should play the ace in the hope that the queen falls
from West. It has to be said that the odds are close
between the finesse and drop, but playing for West
to have ™Q-x wins the day more often.
Why? Well, this simple hand is an excellent
illustration of how the play of a few cards alters the
odds. When the ™K produces only small cards from
the opponents then the chances of a 4-0 break have
vanished. Also, all the 3-1 breaks where the queen is
singleton have gone as well. When you play a heart
towards the closed hand and East follows suit it is
no longer possible that hearts are 3-1 with West
having three. At this point it all comes down to the
two possibilities that East started with ™Q-x-x or
West started with ™Q-x, and the odds just favour
the latter.
Now, in practice, most players don’t go through
mental gymnastics at this point. True, some go into
long-lasting consultation with the ceiling, probably
in an attempt to ratchet up the tension. Such players
usually know, though, that the odds favour playing
for the drop and are just wasting everybody’s time.
Many players remember the odds in this situation
via the old adage Eight Ever, Nine Never meaning
that you should finesse against the queen with a
combined holding of eight cards and play for the
drop with a combined holding of nine cards. As
with most adages in bridge, this one should be taken
with a pinch of salt. It has a sound basis but is not
an inviolable law.
Weaken the trump suit a little, to Hand 2, and we
are back to last edition’s article.

Hand 1. South plays 4™
West leads tA

             ´  A Q
             ™  K 7 5 2
            t  10 6 4
            ®  A Q 9 2
                 
                 
                 

             
             ´  K J 8
             ™  A J 6 4 3
            t  J 9 8
            ®  K 10 

N
W      E

S

Playing the odds - Part 2
by Paul Bowyer

Basic CardplayBasic Cardplay
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West cashes three diamonds against 4™ and
switches to a spade. Wishing you were in 3NT is
pointless – to make your actual contract you have to
pull in the hearts for no losers. To get the best odds
you should cash the king and play low to the jack,
finessing against East’s hoped-for ™Q-x-x. Playing
for the drop here would be way against the odds.   r

Hand 2. South plays 4™
West leads tA

             ´  A Q
             ™  K 7 5 2
            t  10 6 4
            ®  A Q 9 2
                 
                 
                 

             
             ´  K J 8 2
             ™  A J 6 4
            t  J 9 8
            ®  K 10 

N
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PREMIER GRAND MASTER
Congratulations to

MR CHRIS DIXON OF AVON
DR TOM GISBORNE OF YORKSHIRE
MR GLYN LIGGINS OF LONDON

on becoming Premier Grand
Masters, the English Bridge

Union’s highest rank, requiring a
minimum 1,500 Green Points

World Bridge Games (Olympiad)
may delay October issue

In order to report on the World Bridge Games,

which take place in mid-September in

Poland, the next issue of English Bridge could

be delayed by a few days, but should be on your

doormat by 7th October. England are fielding

teams in all sections.

The Yorkshire Contract
Bridge Association
On behalf of the English Bridge Union

Great Northern
Swiss Pairs

Sat - Sun, 1st - 2nd October 2016

To be held at:
The Hilton Hotel, Leeds

Entries & Enquiries:
Stuart Davies,
T:01274 598408
E: stuart@svd1.uk
www.ycba.co.uk

This is a 2-day event organised by the
Yorkshire Contract Bridge Association
on behalf of the EBU
Quality Hot Buffet food included in entry fee
Improvers Pairs, Sunday 2nd October

This is a National Green Point Event

Welcome Drinks Reception Full Board
New Year’s Eve Gala Dinner with Piper
Bridge Licensed by EBU with Duplicate Pairs and Teams
Master Points and Prizes

At the Limpley Stoke Hotel, Bath
Hosted by Graham and Barbara Vincent

29th December for 4 nights from £420pp

To book your 4 night New Year’s break quote: ‘New Year’s Bridge Break’

www.limpleystokehotel.co.uk     
info@limpleystokehotel.co.uk

Tel: 
01225 723333 

At the Limpley Stoke Hotel, Bath
New Year’s Bridge 2016

Your bridge break includes:

� � �� �� �� �
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Ihave written before about people who have had
their names attached to bridge conventions and
play techniques (English Bridge, Oct 2012).

Sometimes all that matters is that you are born with
the right name and form the right partnership.
When Phil King and Cameron Small played
together in the Premier League, their appellation of
King-Small made me think of a short suit. Japanese
international Akio Kurokawa doesn’t even need a
partner to make me think of a shortish suit. You will
see his first name fairly frequently; indeed you will
come across it a little further down this page.
I don’t know anyone called Singleton, although

there are two EBU members so-named. Maybe the
EBU’s new PFI (Partnership Forming Initiative)
could introduce the Singletons to the 102 Kings
who are members, or the one Queen, the five Jacks
and the one Honour.
It is a bridge curiosity that a 4-4 fit will sometimes

play better than a 5-4 fit. Look at the following
hands, for example:

If the spades break 3-2, you can make more tricks
in spades than hearts. You are South, at the controls
in 4´. Say you get a diamond lead. You win with the
ace, draw three rounds of trumps and run the
hearts, throwing a club from dummy. Now you can
ruff a club in the short hand and concede a

diamond, making 12 tricks. In hearts you can only
ever make 11 tricks; four spades, five hearts and two
aces. The difference is that, playing in hearts, you
can’t generate an extra trick by setting up a ruff in
either hand.
We’ve seen it can be advantageous to play in the

lesser fit. The Vondracek Phenomenon (first written
about by Felix Vondracek in The Bridge World in
1956) is cut from the same cloth. It can sometimes
be right to play in the weaker of two equal-length
trump fits. You are South again.

West opens 1t and your partner bids 2t, a
Michaels Cue Bid, showing the majors. Counter-
intuitively, you should choose to play in hearts not
spades – on this layout, anyway. You can actually
make 12 tricks in hearts, so long as the trumps
break 3-2. West leads the tA. You ruff and play two
top hearts. Now leave the trump winner
outstanding and play on spades, starting with your
Kurokawa holding. The opposition can take their
trump trick when they like, but they can’t prevent
you discarding your two small clubs and then
ruffing dummy’s ®4 with your ™4. In hearts you
have to lose a heart and so you only need to draw
two rounds of trumps. In spades you have to draw
three rounds of trumps, and that leaves you with a
heart loser and a club loser.

´ K 7 5 4
™ A Q 8 5
t A 7 5
® 9 8

´ A Q 9 8
™ K J 10 7 6 
t 10 4
® A 6

N
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´ Q J 6 5 3
™ A K 9 7 6 
t –
® 4 3 2

´ A K 10
™ 4 3 2
t 6 4 3
® A K 6 5

N
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Naming Names 
by Simon Cochemé

Bridge with a TwistBridge with a Twist

click

link
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Dear Readers

I am interested in the experiences of
EBU members who have played bridge at
an overseas club, while on holiday or on
business. What were the differences
compared with your home club? If you
went as an individual, how did you get
on with your partner – were there any
language or system problems?   

Please reply via the editor, lou@ebu.co.uk

Simon Cochemé

I fear I may get some stick round the clubs of
England over the next few months, as players seek
out their lesser fits and bid their weaker suits. If
your opponent looks like the sort of intelligent
person who reads my articles, you may be in for a
good result or two.
Mention of the Michaels Cue Bid reminds me

that I have sometimes seen the convention written
as a Michael’s Cue Bid, as though the inventor’s
name was Michael. The inventor was called Mr
Michaels and so there shouldn’t be an apostrophe.
Or should there? Mr Michaels’ first name was
Michael, so a Michael’s Cue Bid is not incorrect. Or
is it? Michael Michaels was known as Mike, so the
choice seems to be between a Michaels Cue Bid and
Mike’s Cue Bid – take your pick.
Ann Luther (1897-1960) was a silent-movie

actress. Who can ever forget The Scarlet Lady (1915)
and The Island of Desire (1917)? She was the fourth
wife of vaudevillian Edward Gallagher (1873-1929)
and, as Ann Gallagher, became famous for the Ann
Gallagher Finesse. She was playing bridge in New
York, the story goes, and she had a two-way finesse
for the queen of trumps, with something like 
´A-J-10-9 in hand and ´K-8-7-6 in dummy. She
played dummy’s ´6 to her jack and it won the trick.
She then finessed again the other way, running the
´10 round to her right-hand opponent’s ´Q. She is
variously reported to have said (before taking the
second finesse) ‘Let’s see if I am really lucky’, and/or
(after the second finesse failed), ‘Well, they say
finesses only work half the time.’
In 1983 Alan Truscott wrote in his column in The

New York Times about a deal that someone had
concocted in which the Ann Gallagher two-way
finesse was the correct technical play.

West            North          East            South

                   1®               Pass            1´

Pass              2t               Pass            3®

Pass              3´               Pass            4´

All Pass

West (since the story has Hollywood connections,
we’ll call her Mae) led the ™K to dummy’s bare ace.
South played the ´2 to his jack. Mae could see that
winning with her queen would not do much good –
declarer would be able to come to at least ten tricks:
four spades, one heart and five clubs. So Mae let the
´J hold the trick. 
Now look at the problem from declarer’s point of

view; he could cross back to dummy with the ´K
and repeat the trump finesse, but, were that to fail,
he would lose three hearts, a diamond, and a trump.
What he had to do, after the ´J won the second
trick, was to surrender a trump trick, while he still
had a trump left in dummy to take care of a heart
return.
It was time for South to take an Ann Gallagher

finesse! At trick three he led the ´10 from hand and
ran it. I don’t know if he had a suitable quote ready
if it lost. When it won, however, he was able to play
a third spade to the king, come back to hand with
the ®10, draw the last trump, and enjoy dummy’s
clubs. Eleven tricks made.
Maybe Mae hesitated just a smidgen at trick two.

If declarer had been alerted as to the possible
whereabouts of the queen, he might have recalled
the saying ‘If it looks like a duck and walks like a
duck and sounds like a duck, then you probably
shouldn’t repeat the finesse.’        r

E/W Game. Dealer North. 
´ K 3 2
™ A 
t K 7 6 5
® A K Q J 2

´ Q 7 5 4 ´ 6
™ K Q J 10 9 ™ 4 3 2
t 10 4 t A Q J 9 8 3 
® 4 3 ® 9 8 7

´ A J 10 9 8
™ 8 7 6 5
t 2
® 10 6 5

N
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COLIN Payne writes, ‘Since moving to
Cambridgeshire, I have found many players
respond to Benjamin 2s with artificial bids
showing their point count. The method is referred
to as ‘Barber’, and it is typically played with each
bid showing a range of three points: 2t = 0-3, 2™

= 4-6, etc. I can find no mention of this in any
bridge book or on the internet. Is it widespread? Is
it a good agreement or can you recommend
something better?’

Ah yes. I’ve seen this convention pop up in
various corners of the country. It’s also known as
Steps.
Opposite your second strongest bid – 2®,

assuming normal Benji – I think it has little merit.
The 2® opening has quite a narrow strength range,
so responder is well placed to decide how high the
bidding should go. You don’t gain much from
opener knowing responder’s strength as well.
Instead, responder should (almost) always bid 2t,
leaving room to find out about opener’s hand.
The game-forcing opening, on the other hand,

has a wider range. It could be stretching slightly, or
it could have eleven clear-cut tricks, or even more!
Here, some communication about strength is of
use, as otherwise neither hand knows if the other
has extras; but still, there are two issues with
showing your point count.
The first is that the responses can be quite space-

consuming. If you hold 4-6 points, wouldn’t you
much rather the auction started
2t:2™ [relay]
2´

than

2t:2´ [4-6 points]
3´:?

What about
2t:2NT [7-9 points]
3´:4®

Is this natural or a cue bid for spades?

This would be a worthwhile trade-off if it was
very useful to know partner’s point-count, but
actually it is quite a blunt tool. If opener is
unbalanced, he will often care more about where
your points are than how many points you have.

          ´A K J x x    ™A K J x x  tA K   ®x

2t:2´
3´:4´
?

Does responder hold:
              ´Q x x     ™Q x x   tx x x x    ®x x x
or
          ´x x x      ™x x x    tx x x x    ®K Q J?

Opposite the first hand, slam is cold. Opposite the
second, we are high enough already. If responder
had made a space-saving 2™ bid, opener could have
further described his hand below game.

2t:2™
2´:3´
?

Many would play cue bids here, but, given that
responder knows little about opener’s shape, trial-
bids would be more useful. Either 4™ (natural slam-
try) or 4® (short suit slam-try) would let responder
know that his two queens are gold-dust. 

AN ACE UP THEIR SLEEVE

So, what methods might be better than Barber?
Standard French uses Benji twos (although I’m
guessing they don’t call them that!) so I decided to
look at the convention cards for the French pairs in
the European championships. Two pairs (out of
nine) were playing Benji, and they play the same
continuations. 2®:2t is a relay, as I suggested.
However, over the 2t opening, they play ace-
showing responses  where 2™ = no ace, 2´ = a
major-suit ace, 3® and 3t show an ace in that suit.
Not something I’ve tried but I don’t feel I can
endorse those responses either!

After a 2® opening
by Mike Bell

Convention analysisConvention analysis

click

link



GUERNSEY CONGRESS
9 – 18 September 2016

La Trelade Hotel
Forest Road, St Martins, Guernsey

Featuring Midweek
THE GUERNSEY SENIORS CONGRESS

Early reservation of hotel accommodation and flights is
strongly recommended

Entries ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or online at www.ebu.co.uk

Green
points
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IMPROVING BENJI RESPONSES
To make the best of the following methods, I

propose a little switch:
2® =   20-21 balanced, or 8.5-9 playing tricks
            with a 6+card suit
2t =    Game Forcing (includes 24+ balanced)
2NT = 22-23 balanced

Over the 2® bid, we should normally just
respond 2t and wait to hear opener clarify their
hand at the next bid. However, there is one hand-
type that is best off described immediately – very
weak hands with a 5+card major. So, I recommend
that you play that 2®:2™ and 2®:2´ are non-
forcing.
Let’s say partner opens a Benji 2®, and you look

down and see:

         ´Q x x x x    ™x x x    tx x     ®10 x x

If you respond 2t and partner rebids 3®, what
now? I imagine, looking at a balanced two-count,
you’ll pass. That will be right if partner holds

´ x
™ A K x
t Q x x
® A K Q J x x

Unfortunately, today partner holds:

´ A K x
™ x
t Q x x
® A K Q J x x

and you miss a very good 4´ contract.

Playing 2®:2´ as a weak bid, the auction would be:

2®:2´
3®:Pass on the first hand

2®:2´
4´:Pass on the second hand

Meanwhile, if partner holds:

´  A K J
™ J x x
t K Q J
® K Q J x

You’ll bid 2®:2´, Pass, when others are opening
2NT and playing in 2NT or 3´, both going off more
often than not.
What about the game-forcing 2t bid? By now it’ll

come as no surprise that I advocate most hands

bidding a 2™ relay! Nearly every other bid is as it

sounds – a natural, decent suit, with at least a few

points. The only bid that isn’t much use as a ‘natural

positive’ is 2NT.

´A x x ™K J x tx x x ®x x x x

Traditionally we might bid 2NT on this hand, but

I much prefer bidding 2™. First, that leaves room for

partner to describe their hand. Second, if we belong

in no-trumps, it’s likely to be better that partner’s

strong hand declares.

Instead, use the 2NT bid to show a positive with

5+ hearts. This is much better than having to jump

all the way to 3™ with this hand-type – now partner

can introduce their suit at the three-level, bid 3™ to

agree our suit, or even jump to 4® or 4t as a

splinter.

I’ve found these methods to be a great

improvement – I’m sure you will too!     r

NORTHERN
MIDWEEK CONGRESS

9 - 11 August 2016

Cedar Court Hotel,

Wakefield, West Yorkshire

Stratified Championship Pairs (Tues & Wed)

Stratified Swiss Teams (Thurs)

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

EBU Accommodation Booking Service

( 0800 0346 246

Green
points
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This article is designed to improve your

abilities both as defender and declarer. There

is no real mystique to the art of ‘counting

hands’. It is simply that people do not know where

to start.

It is a little bit like old-fashioned computers: if

you load up too much information the processor

slows right down! As a bridge player you can

attempt to memorise every card – all that happens

in practice is that you get worse not better results –

the brain gives up . . . Yes . . . I’m talking to you.

COUNTING HIGH CARD POINTS (HCPS)

This simple process can lead to some quite

stunning results. Imagine you are defending after

the opposition open a weak no trump and

everybody passes. Declarer is known to be in the

range of 12-14 HCPs (OK,  occasionally 11 points).

You should condition yourself to try and remember

the HCPs that declarer has shown in the bidding

and add them up as play develops. If declarer shows

13 or so HCPs in their hand – maybe AKQ of one

suit plus a different ace on the first trick – then you

know that a missing king or queen must belong to

partner rather than declarer.

It is really that simple. Let’s say the tQ is critical.
Initially you cannot be sure whether declarer or

partner has it. By counting declarer’s points you can

often logically pinpoint the court cards that partner

must have and defend accordingly.

I find the easiest hands on which to count HCPs

are those where declarer has made a limit bid –

usually in no trumps. Make it a policy to ask

whether a 1NT rebid is 15-16 or 15-17 etc when the

auction is over – this will help you keep count and

calculate who holds what.

The technique can apply to declarer as well as the

defenders. One of my personal favourite positions

for counting HCPs is as follows:

West       North         East              South
1™           Pass            Pass              1´

Pass         2´              All Pass

You are playing 2´ as South and can see that East
could not muster up a response. East must have
fewer than six points. If he turns up with an ace
early in the play you can be virtually certain that all
missing kings and queens are with West. You may be
in a position to drop these keycards whereas
normally you might finesse and lose a trick. Take
this example:

In most cases South would expect to finesse the
queen by playing from North’s hand. If, however, he
has a count on East’s hand and knows that West
holds the king, he would play the ace rather than
finesse. South will score brilliantly when the king is
singleton and will still break even when it is not.
Getting trained to count HCPs is a much better

use of your precious brain power than attempting
(and inevitably failing) to memorise every card
played.

COUNTING THE SHAPE OF THE HAND

This is a little more complex but well worth
persevering with. Imagine you are defending 4´
after this uncontested auction:

West       North         East             South
1´           Pass            2t               Pass
2™           Pass             3´                Pass
4´           All Pass

Counting hands
by Neil Rosen

Advanced Defence & PlayAdvanced Defence & Play

click

link

             ´   J 8 7
                                          
       
                  
                  
             ´   A Q 5 4

N

S
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Here we can calculate from the bidding that
declarer will have at least five spades and four
hearts. If declarer follows to three rounds of clubs,
we now know they have at most one diamond.
Nobody has told us, but we know. This is not
underhand or cheating! It is simply understanding
that each player had 13 cards.
The trick is to keep checking back to 13 of each

suit. If declarer (South) is playing in a nine card
trump fit and discovers that West has a singleton
then East has started with three. Most players find
that bit simple, but it takes lots and lots of practice
to get used to counting and to start to realise the
enormous gains that can materialise.
Let’s look at an example of counting the shape

(distribution) of some hands in action:

West       North         East             South
1™           Pass            1´                2®

2t           3®              All Pass

West leads A, K and a third heart. East follows
with the jack, then the eight, and ruffs the third
heart. East switches to a low diamond to the jack
and dummy’s ace. North plays a trump. East wins
with the ace and tries to cash the tK. South ruffs
and draws two more rounds of trumps – West
following to both and East discarding two spades.
What now?
Well West is known to hold five hearts, four or

five diamonds and three clubs. Thus they either
have one or no spades. But stop! You also know that
East started with ™J, tK, ®A. Surely holding the ´K
he would have bid again over 3®. Thus West is
marked with the ´K. 
So rather than taking a spade finesse declarer

should lay down the ´A, watch the king fall, and feel

a warm glow of contentment as he realises that he
has combined counting points and distribution on
the same hand. Here was the full deal (from a recent
tournament):

My regular tournament partner, Martin Jones,
usually teases West at this stage, saying, ‘Hold your
cards up next time’ (totally in jest of course) – he is
not known as Stupid Boy for nothing you realise.
Actually he was given the title about 20 years ago by
the late great John Collings.        r

             ´  J 10 2
             ™  Q 7 6
            t  A 10 6 3
            ®  10 7 2
                 
                 
                 

             
             ´  A Q 8
             ™  5 3 2
            t  7
            ®  K Q J 8 5 4

N
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´ J 10 2
™ Q 7 6
t A 10 6 3
® 10 7 2

´ K ´ 9 7 6 5 4 3
™ A K 10 9 4 ™ J 8
t Q J 8 2 t K 9 5 4
® 9 6 3 ® A

´ A Q 8
™ 5 3 2
t 7
® K Q J 8 5 4

N
W      E

S

The team of Barry Myers, Sally Brock, Rob
Sheehan and Phil King have won the
Hubert Phillips Bowl, the EBU’s knockout

mixed pivot teams competition. They played
Brian Senior, Justin Hackett, Sandra Penfold and
Nevena Senior in the final which took place at the
end of May. It was a sixth victory in the
competition for Sally and Rob - only Raymond
Brock (seven) has won more often. It was a second
victory for Barry, and a first for Phil.

Brock team wins Hubert Phillips
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Assume standard Acol bidding, playing a
weak no trump:

West      North        East         South
Pass         Pass           2t1         2´
3t            3´              All Pass

1Weak two in diamonds. 

You are sitting West and lead the tQ: 2 – 10 – 8

QUIZ

1   What does East’s 2t bid show?

2   When you lead a suit and partner is not winning
the trick or trying to win the trick, what signal
does partner normally give?

3 Is there any point in continuing diamonds?

4   What is partner’s diamond holding?

5   Who has the ace of clubs? Who has the ´A and
probably the ´K, too.

6   If you propose to switch to another suit, which
suit should you play? 

7   Could it be right to switch to a club?

8   If so, what would you hope partner had in clubs?

9   If you switch to hearts, what useful holding
could partner have to give you three tricks there?

10 Is there another holding for East in hearts that
would enable you to collect three tricks?

11 If you do decide to switch to a heart, which heart
should you choose? Is there a heart that will cater
for both of partner’s hoped-for holdings?

12 Is there any clue whether you should switch to a
club or a heart?             

13 Is there a layout where you might take 3´ two
down?               r

Game All. Dealer West.
                           ´  8 6 2
                           ™  Q 5 3
                          t  2
                          ®  K Q J 10 5 4
      ´  Q J 4
     ™  A J 6 4
     t  Q J 5
  ®  7 6 3

N
W

Sleuth’s quiz - whom do you trust?
by Ron Klinger

Who, what, where, why?Who, what, where, why?

click

link

Sleuth’s quiz answers on page 40
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Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

AUGUST 2016
WEST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  Game All                   ´  A 4

       Dealer West               ™  9 3

                                        t  A 7 4 2

       (Ravenna)                  ®  Q 10 7 4 3

   2.  Game All                   ´  A K

       Dealer West               ™  K Q 9 8 3

                                        t  A K

       (Frey)                         ®  10 9 6 5

   3.  E/W Game                ´  Q 8 6

       Dealer East                ™  K J 9 5 2

                                        t  –

       (Brink)                       ®  A K Q 10 9

   4.  E/W Game                ´  8 5 4

      Dealer East                ™  Q 9

                                        t  K J 6 5 2

       (Jaggy)                   ®  10 4 2

                                         

   5.  E/W Game                ´  7

       Dealer East                ™  K 3

                                        t  K Q 5

       (Bojarsji)                     ®  A Q J 10 7 6 4

   

   6.  E/W Game                ´  K 9 2

       Dealer East                ™  J 9 7 4

                                        t  K J

       (Kasler)                      ®  Q 9 5 2

   Did you beat the experts? – Pages 44-46

Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

AUGUST 2016
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  Game All                   ´  Q 8 7

       Dealer West               ™  A K Q

                                        t  K Q 10 8 3

       (Dib)                         ®  A 8

   2.  Game All                   ´  J 6 4

       Dealer West               ™  J 6 2

                                        t  6

       (D’Ovidio)                  ®  K Q J 8 4 2

   3.  E/W Game                ´  K J 10

       Dealer East                ™  Q 8 6 3

                                        t  A Q 7 4 3

       (Drijver)                     ®  6

   4.  E/W Game                ´  A 2

      Dealer East                ™  A K 6 5 4

                                        t  A Q 8 4

       (Tewari)                  ®  A 6

                                         

   5.  E/W Game                ´  A K J 10 8 6 3

       Dealer East                ™  A 10

                                        t  8 7 4

       (Chodacki)                 ®  9

   

   6.  E/W Game                ´  A J 10 8 5

       Dealer East                ™  K 8 3

                                        t  Q 3

       (Chottin)                   ®  A 6 3

   Did you beat the experts? – Pages 44-46
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PREPARE FOR YOUR HOLIDAYS!

Did you know that you can order on-
line at www.ebu.co.uk

Our prices are very competitive – but if
you find any of our products cheaper
elsewhere, please let us know and we

will try and price-match.

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk
Website: www.ebu.co.uk/shop
( 01296 397851/317200

Waddingtons Travel Pack
£8.50

Bridge Quiz Challenge
£10

‘Angel’ notepad
£1.99

EBU pen with suits
£3.00
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Interviewed on Hungarian television the daybefore it happened, I opined that Brexit would
not present a problem for England’s bridge

players – we would all stay in Budapest, where the
weather was warm and the beer was cheap. The
English women (I was the coach) were third in the
table at that point, having been in the top three
places along with Poland and France for a day or so.
On our first day as non-Europeans (don’t worry – as
far as the World Bridge Federation is concerned
Israel is in Europe) we lost fairly heavily to Turkey,
defeated Norway handsomely and lost to France.
This meant that with three matches to go and 20
points available in each match, the top seven places
and qualifiers for the World Championships next
year were:

Poland           278.96
France            268.57
England         265.36
Netherlands  256.10
Russia            248.85
Israel              248.32
Denmark       231.49

Those decimal places were not the result of
excessive fines for mobile phones going off;
international tournaments nowadays are scored in
accordance with a continuous victory point scale
that for almost all results shares a transcendental
number of VPs among the competing teams.
Patrick Jourdain hates this, because he thinks
people cannot understand results to two places of

Photo by Simon Cochemé

Women triumph with gold
By David Burn

European ChampionshipsEuropean Championships

click

link

Success and gold medals for England’s Women’s Team. From left to right: Heather Dhondy, Nevena Senior
Sally Brock, Nicola Smith, Fiona Brown and Catherine Draper. Coach David Burn and NPC Derek Patterson
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decimals. As far as he is concerned the world record
for 100 metres is nine seconds, shared by a few
athletes.
England scored 19.34 against Estonia, but France

scored 16.26 against Serbia. Poland managed only
10.61 against Israel, so the top three places were
unchanged but Poland’s margin at the top had been
halved. It vanished altogether on the next round
when they were defeated by Sweden, scoring exactly
5.00 VPs – it is possible to score in integers only if
you win or lose 20-0, or draw 10-10, or the IMP
margin equals five times the square root of the
number of boards (as any fule kno). England beat
the Netherlands 17.17 to 2.83, a fine result against
one of the top teams in Europe over many years.
France beat Italy and scored 13.04 in the process,
which I am sure you will all realise left these teams
in medal positions:

England    301.87
France       297.87
Poland      294.57

England had to play Poland, while France
opposed the Netherlands who needed a decent
result to hang on to a qualifying spot. It would have
been standing room only in the Vugraph theatre,
but the organisers had foolishly decided to show a
match from the already-decided Open series –
France had won the event with a match to spare – an
almost incredible achievement in a field of such
depth and strength. So everyone piled into the press
room instead, and were treated to an eventful finish. 
England and France opened the scoring on the

second of 16 boards when the East-West pairs had a
lot of points and winners, but a spade stop of ´9752
opposite ´Q. This proved inadequate to prevent the
run of six tricks in the suit by the opponents, so
France picked up 11 IMPs for beating 3NT in one
room and making 5® in the other. Poland stopped
in 3®, but England bid and made five for a 6 IMP
gain.
But then England suffered a series of body blows.

They failed to reach game when opening heavy and
were left in 1™. Their opponents made a lucky 4´

and took 10 IMPs. But game was also on with 5t or
4™. In a similar coup, France took 6 IMPS against
the Netherlands.
Then England played a no trump contract from

the wrong side and went one down. The Polish team
managed to artificially arrange for the other hand to
declare and all was well for them, and 10 more IMPs
to Poland. 

E/W Game. Dealer West. 
´ A K 5 3 2
™ Void 
t 10 9 5
® K J 8 4 2

´ Void ´ J 10 9
™ A J 10 5 2 ™ Q 8 7 4
t A K J 7 6 4 2 t Q 8 
® A ® Q 10 9 3

´ Q 8 7 6 4
™ K 9 6 3
t 3
® 7 6 5

Then England bid a combined 25-count to a
pretty bad vulnerable 3NT, three down on a
moderately unlucky lie. Poland stopped well in 2t
and made three for a 9 IMP gain. France on an
earlier board had reached a wrong game against the
Netherlands and lost 12 IMPs leaving a familiar
ranking list: Poland – France – England, and each
match had reached half time.
England needed a rot-stopper; it came in the

shape of a vulnerable game which Heather Dhondy
did well to make against the second best defence.
Against the first best defence the Polish declarer did
less well, and England gained 13 IMPs. But seven of
those went back on the next deal when the hero of
the previous one squeezed her partner in the end
position, letting Poland get a plus score at both
tables. England duplicated this feat a couple of
boards later, winning 5 IMPs for a pair of plus 90s.
Meanwhile, the Netherlands were on a scoring

spree against France. They gained a game swing on
the same board as England had, then added another
when France played in the wrong game. Suddenly
England and Poland were within a fraction of one
another at the top, and France had slipped to third.
The penultimate deal was uneventful. The last
board of the tournament was not.

When France held the East-West cards, they were
allowed to play in 6™ which made comfortably.
Their North-South pair sacrificed in 6´ doubled,
losing just two club tricks and a diamond. Plus 1430
and minus 300 meant 15 IMPs for France, who had
overtaken both their rivals and now occupied first
place. The Netherlands had done enough to
maintain their qualifying position for the Venice
Cup and it was up to England and Poland now.
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The bidding with England in the East-West seats
was:

West        North        East          South
Smith        Sarniak       Brock         Baldysz

1t           1´              Dble         4´
4NT         5´              Dble         Pass
6™            All Pass

4NT was a prelude to revealing a big two-suited
hand, but continuing Polish activity meant that
Nicola Smith had to unveil her second suit by a
simple bid rather than a jump to the six-level. She
ruffed the opening spade lead and cashed ™A; the 4-
0 trump break proved only a minor inconvenience
and she soon claimed her slam. If England saved at
the other table, they would be European
Champions:

West           North        East         South
Kazmucha   Senior         Brewiak     Dhondy

1®1             1´              Dble        4´
5´2              6®             Dble        6´
7™               All Pass

1   Clubs or balanced or any very good hand
2    Very good hand

As soon as Dhondy bid 6´ it was all over, but
excited kibitzers weren’t sure of that. When
Kazmucha bid 7™ neither Englishwoman
considered a sacrifice, but it wouldn’t greatly have
mattered if they had. Someone suggested that the
grand slam would make if Senior led a trump,
causing momentary palpitations among some of
the England supporters. Noting that such a lead was
in this case unlikely, we watched as declarer ruffed
the spade lead, crossed to the queen of diamonds,
and called for the queen of hearts. Dhondy covered,
declarer won and tried to get back to dummy by
ruffing a diamond. Dhondy did that first, England
had 17 IMPs, and at least some of us could leave
Europe with our heads held high.

1st          England                       313.35
2nd        France                         308.78
3rd         Poland                         303.09
4th         Russia                          284.48
5th         Israel                            278.91
6th         Netherlands                275.73
7th          Sweden                        272.17

OPEN AND SENIOR TEAMS FAIL TO REACH
THE FINAL SIX

For the Open and Senior teams it was, as they say,
a tournament of two halves. The draws in each
event were not completely random – they had been
organised so that the stronger teams would play
predominantly against one another in the latter
stages of the event. And our teams were obviously in
the ‘stronger’ category. This meant that it was
important to spend the early matches scoring well
against the less strong teams and the later ones
surviving against fellow contenders for a qualifying
place. Part of the reason for the women’s success in
the past has been their ability to finish strongly – the
last day of the tournament was their best. 
Meanwhile, having reached second place in the

early going, both the Open and the Senior teams
struggled in the second half of the event. Of course,
the teams around them were struggling too – apart
from France in the Open, who were beating
everyone by miles and could afford their loss to
England in the final round. But the Open team
suffered heavy defeats by the Netherlands, Bulgaria
and Italy, while the Seniors scored 18 Victory points
out of 80 in their last four matches. Both teams
finished 10th.

QUALIFIERS FOR THE BERMUDA (OPEN)
AND D’ORSI (SENIORS) BOWLS

Open                                 Seniors
1st          France                  1st       Israel
2nd        Sweden                 2nd    Sweden
3rd        Netherlands         3rd      Poland
4th         Monaco                4th      Turkey
5th         Germany              5th      Italy
6th        Italy                      6th      France
7th         Bulgaria               7th      Austria  r

Appeals, sanctions and deposits

Acouple of changes to the appeals

procedures came into effect in August.

Previously, contestants who wished to

appeal a ruling gave a deposit which was

returned unless the appeal was ‘frivolous’.

Two changes have come into force – the

standard will no longer be ‘frivolous’ but ‘without

merit’. Furthermore, if deposits are withheld the

appeals committee will adjust the contestant’s

score by twice the ‘standard amount’ – 20% in

MP pairs, 6 IMPs in teams, 1 VP in Swiss events.
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It is a well known idea that in third seat, after two
passes, you can open a little light, perhaps to
give partner a good opening lead or simply to

make it harder for the opponents. When it comes to
pre-empting in third seat try mixing it up,
sometimes you might be quite weak but having
more than the opponents expect can be very
effective too.

My approximate rule when deciding if the hand is
too strong in third to pre-empt is – do I expect to
make game opposite a maximum pass with no fit (a
maximum pass and a fit should take some action
anyway). Let’s look at some examples:

Everybody is vulnerable and after two passes you
are South looking at:

In first two seats I would open this hand one
club – it is simply too strong to open three clubs.
However, once partner has passed it is much less
likely to be our hand and even less so our game
hand. In third seat I would open 3® whatever the
vulnerability. Let’s look at a possible scenario for
our 3® opener:

If you open 3®, West has a pretty normal 3NT
overcall. Now if you are feeling really greedy you
might even double it since on a club lead they will
need eight red suit tricks plus the club ace to make
it. Either way 3NT is a disaster. If you open 1® this
could never happen. 

Notice also that if you open 3® on K-Q-J-10-8-7-6
and nothing else and they stretch to bid 3NT you
may actually push them into a game they would not
have bid but find you cannot beat it since you have
no entry to your clubs.

Let’s try another one. This time you are at
favourable vulnerability in third seat, a position
where many opponents will expect your pre-empts
to be very weak. You pick up, as South:

You could of course open this with 1™ and I am
not saying there is anything wrong with that, 
BUT . . . it is likely the opponents have a spade fit.
Try the effect of putting some pressure on them by
opening 3™. Here is the type of situation I am
hoping for:

E/W Game. Dealer North.
                           ´  Q 10 7 4
                           ™  6
                           t K 9 8 4 2
                           ® K 9 2
     ´   A K J 8 3                         ´  9 6 5
     ™   3 2                                  ™  Q 7 5 4
     t  10 5                                t  Q J 6

 ®  A Q J 4                            ®  10 6 5
                           ´  2
                           ™  A K J 10 9 8
                           t A 7 3
                           ® 8 7 3
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´ Q 9 8 7 2
™ A 10 8 4
t Q 10 4
® 2

´ K 4 ´ J 10 6 5 3
™ K J 3 ™ Q 7 6 5
t A K J 9 2 t 6 5
® A 9 3 ® 5 4

´ A
™ 9 2
t 8 7 3
® K Q J 10 8 7 6

N
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´ A
™ 9 2
t 8 7 3
® K Q J 10 8 7 6

´ 2
™ A K J 10 9 8
t A 7 3
® 8 7 3

Using a strong pre-empt in third seat
by David Gold

Bridge TipsBridge Tips

click

link
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REALLY EASY
AUTUMN BREAK
Star Inn, Alfriston, East Sussex

A ‘house party’ with the emphasis on play,
designed for more experienced novice 
players. Strictly limited to 40 people.

Bridge fee: £50 payable to EBU
EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219

or email comps@ebu.co.uk

A bespoke package has been arranged at the hotel:
two nights dinner and B&B with sandwich lunch

on Sunday @ £145 pp.

EBU Accommodation Booking Service
( 0800 0346 246
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The next player has a normal 3´ overcall. Your
partner passes, and so does the next player. They are
already in big trouble, even undoubled, but I would
reopen with a double on the South hand –
opponents have not bid 4´ and that suit is breaking
badly. If partner does not have some spades perhaps
he can bid four of a minor or 4™.
Suddenly we have plus 800 on a nothing hand! If

you open 1™, West simply bids 1´ and avoids
anything nasty happening while your side scores a
measly 110.
The strong pre-empt in third seat can be so

devastating that one may wonder why we don’t try
it in the first two seats. The problem is that partner
is unlimited and we have to consider our own game
or slam, so pre-empting on such strong hands will
hurt our side too often.
One more point is that in third seat, particularly

vulnerable, opening a pre-empt on a bad hand is
incredibly dangerous. Your partner has passed,
which your opponents know, so it is easy for the
next player to trap pass with a penalty double of
your suit. An example:

Let’s say everyone is vulnerable and you open 3™
in third seat. Now a good West will pass, knowing
that if their partner, who is a passed hand, cannot
double they haven’t missed much. East, who would
normally be concerned that partner might take
them for more points if they doubled 3™, can safely
double since they are limited by their original pass.
You might go six off doubled. Had you opened 3™
in first seat (also risky!) the next player might just
overcall 3NT and let you off the hook.    r

Game All. Dealer North.
                           ´  K Q 10 3
                           ™  2
                           t 9 8 6
                           ® K 10 9 4 3
     ´   A J 4                               ´  9 8 7 6 5
     ™   A Q 10 9                         ™  3
     t  A 10 4 2                         t  K J 5
 ®  Q 5                                 ®  A J 7 6

                           ´  2
                           ™  K J 8 7 6 5 4
                           t Q 7 3
                           ® 8 2
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Joan & Keith Jaggard, of Stansfield Bridge Club,have qualified for the final of the WBF World
Wide Bridge Contest, and have been invited to

participate in the final in
Beijing in September.
Competing in
one of the six
worldwide
simultaneous
events which
have taken
place in recent

months, Joan and Keith finished second with
71.82% - enough to qualify as one of the highest
scoring second-placed pairs. Other finalists are
from China, Greece, Singapore, India, Portugal,
Tunisia, USA, Australia, Sri Lanka and Italy.
All the pairs qualify for free B&B

accommodation in Beijing and $1,600 towards
transport. The prize money for the overall winner
is $20,000. We wish them every success!

Players qualify for paid trip to
Worldwide Sims final in China
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Last month we looked at responding to take-
out doubles of one level openings and how
you have two problems – not only do you

have to pick the strain, you also have to pick the
level to indicate your values. This month it gets even
harder – we are starting at a much higher level! 

RESPONDING TO DOUBLES AFTER A
3-LEVEL OPENING

Let’s imagine a simple situation where partner (in
the direct seat) doubles a 3® opening bid for take-
out and you hold a variety of responding hands:

Hand A should select spades as trumps in
preference to diamonds. Does it have enough to
jump to game? Eight points is sometimes worth a
shot at 4´ but here that would be a mistake. You
can’t attach full value to the ®K, which surely won’t
win a trick. If partner has the ace then it will either
be singleton and the ®K will be worthless or he will
have A-x and a club ruff looms for the defence. Keep
a little in reserve with 3´, and hope partner can
raise if he is very suitable.
Hand B is the sort of real life hand that is rarely

discussed in text books for fear that readers will
send angry letters when the recommended action
fails. No choice is attractive but the least bad bid is
pass. Occasionally 3® doubled will make, but on

Hand A Hand B Hand C
´ A J 8 7 ´ 8 6 4 ´ 7 
™ 5 4 ™ J 8 7 ™ K J 10 6 4 3
t 10 8 7 3 t Q 3 2 t Q 10 5 4
® K 5 3 ® 10 8 7 3 ® 6 3

those occasions you were probably booked for 500
even if you responded and partner guessed to leave
you there. 
Hand C chooses hearts of course, and a leap to

game is the best shot. It might only be a six count,
but the long suit, shape and honour structure are all
very powerful for playing in hearts. If you just bid
3™ you can’t really blame partner for missing game
when he passes with something like:

´A-J-x-x     ™Q-x-x     tK-J-x-x     ®K-x.
Hand D isn’t worth a jump in diamonds – five is

a long way off and as I always say, four of a minor is
a good nothing bid. Instead, better to gamble on the
diamonds running and try 3NT. On a bad day
perhaps you go a couple down, but the upside of
making a tasty game bonus is far greater than the
downside of an extra 50 or 100 points away.
Holding the ace of the opponent’s pre-empt suit
always makes 3NT very attractive since you can
hold up the necessary amount and shut out the pre-
emptor forever.
Hand E is another that should take a stab at game

in your side’s best major suit fit. Rather than gamble
on 4´, try cue-bidding the opponents suit with 4®,
saying to partner ‘choose a game’. This bid is
typically made on hands with both majors (though
hands where you have a long minor and a 4-card
major are possible as well) and asks partner to bid
his lowest 4-card major. 

DOUBLING IN THE PASS-OUT SEAT

When you have passed the pre-empt in the direct
seat and partner doubles in the protective position
the situation is similar but remember he might well
be a lot weaker, especially if he has the perfect shape.
If he is 5440 with a void in the opposition suit he
should double on all of 10 points upwards, so tread
carefully when you are responding and don’t have
much of a fit. 
This was an interesting hand sent in by a reader:

´8-3     ™Q-6-3     tA-Q-5-2    ®A-6-5-2
Vulnerable against not they open 3´ on your

right – do you bid? The shape is not great, point

High take-out doubles
by Michael Byrne

Traps for the UnwaryTraps for the Unwary

click

link

Hand D Hand E
´ 10 7 ´ A 8 7 5 2 
™ 9 6 ™ K J 9 6
t K 10 9 5 4 3 t 5
® A 8 6 ® 8 7 6
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count modest and intermediates terrible, so pass
looks like the best choice. There will be hands where
it is right to double but you can only bid what will
work most of the time.
Instead partner doubles 4th in seat – what do you

bid now? Since you have no spade stop 3NT is out
of the question and 4™ is only the right call for
people that like playing in a 3-3 fit. Your choice is to
either bid one of your suits or try and force to game
with something majestic like 4NT or 4´. On
balance I agreed with the reader’s choice of 4®,
since I like to give my partner room when they are
in the protective seat. Bidding 4® allows partner to
convert to diamonds if they have something like
1-4-6-2 shape, whereas bidding 4t does not allow
them to convert easily to clubs. 
It might seem strange that earlier on I advocated

bidding game with 6 and 8 points (hands C and E)
while here we bid a part-score with 12 points, but
partner, being in the protective seat, and our feeble
distribution are the relevant and critical factors. 

RESPONDING TO DOUBLES OF
4 LEVEL OPENINGS

A double of a 4 level pre-empt is in principle for
take-out – but note the phrase in principle. It simply
means you should double a four opening when you
hold a strong hand and want partner to take it out
if he has a longish suit. These doubles are frequently
passed, and it is fair to say that the partner of the
doubler should only take them out if he has
somewhere sensible to go and expects to have a
chance of making the contract.
If he has a load of rubbish then it is always better

to pass the double – a score of -590 when the
opponents scramble home hurts a lot less than 
-1100 when every suit breaks badly and you don’t
have anywhere to get your tricks from. Note that the
fact that these doubles are often passed doesn’t
make them penalty doubles – that implies they
promise length in the enemy suit which is not
correct. 
Let’s say partner doubles a 4t opening at love all

and you hold the hands below:
Hand F should respond 4´.  It knows they have

an eight or nine card fit and has very little defence

to a diamond contract. Facing a typical 4414 hand it
should be right to play in spades.
Hand G should pass. There is no guarantee of an

eight card spade fit and if partner only has three and
you do have just seven trumps you will have
nowhere to run when the doubling starts. Your
hand will be very useful if you defend, it is
surprising how often your trump holding matures
into a trick.
Hand H should pass like a shot! Not because it

will be your best spot but because you have no other
sensible bid. If partner has a five card major then
you probably want to play in that but since there is
no way to ask him we had better call it a day. 5® will
not be right unless partner has five of them, and
even so the penalty from 4t should be fine.
Hand I has a clear preference for hearts and takes

it out to 4™. This will probably go down (the
diamond holding is not exactly auspicious) but
with nine or ten trumps we should escape a double
and it will probably be a good save against 4t. 

Hand F Hand G
´ A J 9 6 5 ´ J 5 4 3 
™ 4 3 2 ™ A 2
t 4 3 2 t 10 8 7 3
® 4 2 ® J 6 5

Hand H Hand I
´ K 8 7 ´ 8 
™ Q 4 3 ™ 10 8 7 4 3 2
t 7 6 5 t 6 5
® A J 6 5 ® 9 7 4 3

The dos and don’ts of responding to 

high-level take-out doubles
Do pay attention to your distribution and suit

quality when deciding whether or not to go to

game, it is often more important than your

point count. 

Do offer partner a choice of the majors by cue
bidding the opponent’s minor suit if there is
enough space.

Do feel free to pass partner’s double if you have
nowhere better to go, the odd -470 never
killed anyone and there will be plenty of 300
and 500s to compensate.

Don’t hang partner for doubling light 4th in seat
by leaping to game on bad balanced hands –
he might just be trying to protect your
possible penalty double.

Don’t Remove doubles of 4-level openings only
if you have somewhere sensible to go to – a
4-3 fit breaking 5-1 at the 4-level will not be
an enjoyable experience!                               r
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25. Came to a standstill, satisfied to
have got hold of label with name on
it (9)

26. Try to speak to opponents (but get
it in writing) (5)

27. Bog plant found on top of soggy
ridge (5)

DOWN
1. Energise spectators with a really

big hand (10) 
2. Potentially paralysing nervousness

got when playing I-Spy? (4) 
3. Native American people starting to

gain ground slowly (5) 
4. Bullied? No sir, he’s director! (8) 
6. Wakes up when it’s about completing

transfer to spades (5)
7. Lively argument kicked off in pairs

one’s hard to believe (4)
8. Shuns what a splinter might

indicate (having first shown
singleton) (6)

9. Intrusive sound of gong with
problem (10) 

12. Good French and top New Zealand
aces getting lots of lucky breaks (8)

16. Side going west secures court
orders (6)

18. Watch company over very long time
(and very short time) (5)

19. The French require a non-alcoholic
drink (5)

21. Meadows ignores diamond leads (4)
23. One hundred friends regularly

stolen what 7 is missing (4)

ACROSS
1. Tipsy chaps will deliver the occasional misleading bid (5)
5. I adopt what could be grand religion (5)
10. Being straightforward, I have followed one of those general instructions .

. . (9)
11.  . . . I need seat back to front to clean (4)
13. Tournament director went missing when teased – to find some

peace. . . (4)
14. . . . being very emotional. Was some director ridiculed for it? (6) 
15. Person upset by opponents’ next bid (8)
17. Preach about realism – there’s nothing in it (8)
20. Crude producers on mile run (6)
22. Potential winners turning up among these cards (4)
24. Small band of patriots (4) 
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Americans Jeff Meckstroth

and Eric Rodwell, one of the

world’s top pairs, are known

by the name Meckwell. One

of our Women’s pairs has put

in a well-deserved bid to be

the second most famous

partnership in the world, after

their gold at the 2016

European Championships.

Here is a picture of HEAther

Dhondy and NeVENa Senior

modelling their new jackets.

E



THE Summer Meeting is moving to

Eastbourne this year and Celia Weber is

marking the move with another brilliant

cartoon! If you’re going, good luck, behave

well and have fun. As usual, please inundate

me with captions to accompany the picture.

The best, (yes – it’s just my opinion) will win

a delicious box of Prestat’s very superior

chocolates. These brightly coloured boxes,

together with the scrumptious contents, have

become synonymous with good taste – in all

the best ways.
Send your entries to lou@ebu.co.uk by 26th

August, or post to Editor, Raggett House,

Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD.

CAPTION COMPETITION

BRIDGE HA HABRIDGE HA HA Send in funnyletters and jokesto the editor for
consideration

Can you send us a bridge-y themed rhyme

Can you send us a bridge-y themed rhyme

And better than this one of mine.

Redoubles delight us,

Down six will excite us.

Send it soon or you’ll run out of time.

National Poetry Week

Deadline: August 26th

Thank you for all the wonderful captions for June’s diver who was

variously named Bridget, Blodwyn and Hilda. Congratulations to

Dave Simmons who provided my favourite, slightly risqué one

(below) and wins the chocs. Others that made me chortle were She’s

waiving a lot more than her rights from Dave Robinson,  It’s not my

idea of a fit jump, from Don Smedley and When I said next time you

revoke you’ll be for the high jump, I was only talking metaphorically,

from Roger Holley.
Winning caption: Readers respond to the idea of a Bigger Pairs Event

You have to laugh...

I read the article about Mike and Sarah Amos,
Married to their Work, with interest (June, p52).  

In his answer to ‘What infringement is the most
common. . . ‘ Mike states, ‘What do I hate most about
bridge players? They never listen and don’t answer the
question you ask them.’

Move on to ‘Do you have time for hobbies outside
bridge?’ Mike answers ‘My lovely leather waistcoat . . .
was made by Sarah.’

Then on to, ‘Do your children feel you talk and think
of nothing else?’  Mike says, ‘We are off to Fuerteventura
for a couple of weeks R&R. . .’

Mike,  Please just answer the question!
Steve Burnell
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NEVER TOO OLD . . .

MRS Kitty Wells, aged 103, is the oldest honorary
member of Thanet Bridge Club. Kitty began bridge
lessons over 30 years ago while in her seventies,
along with her extended family. Kitty plays regularly
and continues to be a formidable opponent and a
wonderful example to all.                      (Joyce Saker)

BATH’S NEW PREMISES

THE three chairmen, Roger Karn (left),  of
Wiltshire Contract Bridge Association, Jeremy
Dhondy of the EBU, and Paul Cooper of Bath
Bridge Club, pictured  at the official launch of Bath
Bridge Club’s new home at Oldfield Rugby Club.
The premises are available Monday to Friday

allowing the introduction of a new gentle duplicate
session and a Play & Learn session which have
attracted over 30 new members. Beginners classes
and further daytime social duplicate are planned for
the Autumn.                                    (Angela Gunning)

MAY’S 99 PARTY
OLICANA Bridge

Club celebrated the
99th birthday of May
Myers who has been an
Ilkley player for 35
years. There was sherry
and bridge followed by
tea. Club member
Rachel Stell sang,

concluding with The White Cliffs of Dover to mark
Dame Vera Lynn’s 99th birthday year, and Peter
Speller read a poem he’d written for May. The party
was rounded off with Happy Birthday and ice-
creams – 99s of course!                         (Mollie Bell)

Aparty of 12 players from Worcestershire
took off to an overseas congress in
Dubrovnik.  Worcestershire’s Tony

Gervis challenged the Scottish
contingent to The Ashes and the
final day’s Open Teams was used as
the basis for the result.  Thankfully,
the English emerged victorious
and Tony is shown triumphantly
holding aloft The Ashes (of two

packs of playing
cards).
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ENGLAND SAVES THE ASHES

Around & AboutAround & About
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BISHOP AUCKLAND
CELEBRATES 40 YEARS

BISHOP Auckland Bridge Club held their first
meeting on 6th April 1976 and to mark the 40th
anniversary the club instigated a new competition
to be held on the club night nearest to the date of its
foundation. The inaugural event was won by long-
standing members Iain Gordon and John Dobson
and the new trophy was presented for the first time
at a special anniversary dinner held in the
magnificent library of Auckland Castle, the
traditional residence of the Bishops of Durham.
Guests of Honour were Val Gibson, Chair of the
North East Bridge Association (pictured right
receiving flowers from Louise Badcock, Chair of
Bishop Auckland), her husband Julian and David
Latner a founder member of the club. Forty six
members and guests enjoyed a superb meal and 18
boards of bridge.                           (Malcolm Dawson)

FRIEDA ELFICK IS 98!
THE members of

Herts & Essex Bridge
Club were very happy
to help Frieda Elfick
celebrate her 98th
birthday this year.
Frieda has been a
regular member of
the club for many

years and until very recently always came using
public transport. Now at the age of ninety eight she
has relinquished the bus service and arrives by car, a
service provided by her many friends at the club.

                                                         (Adrienne Tinn)

LYTHAM BC ENJOYS
DIAMOND KNEES-UP

LYTHAM Bridge Club celebrated sixty years in
Pembroke Road, Ansdell with a bridge party on
Saturday, 4th June. Sixty-four guests, including the
EBU Club Liaison Officer, Bev Purvis, and the
EBED Chairman, Andrew Petrie, enjoyed a lunch
followed by bridge. During the interval a diamond
anniversary cake (pictured) was cut by Club
President, Barbara Delaney, and guests drank to the
next sixty years. Barbara had managed to trace an
original member from 1956, Mr Don McGregor,
who put in a surprise appearance. Bev presented a
memento from the EBU (inscription pictured).
                                                       (Barry Brelsford)

CORN CAIRDIS 2016

THE annual Irish-English Friendly took place last
weekend at the delightful Monument Bridge Club
in Limerick. Congratulations to the Irish for beating
the English by 247 to 232 VPs.  In the 24 year history
of the competition, the English have won fifteen
times, the Irish nine. 
Next year’s event is being hosted by Norfolk.  If

your club or county would like to host the event in
2019, please contact Peter Stocken at
puzzyboo17@gmail.com.                    (Peter Stocken)

Around & AboutAround & About
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THIS MONTH’S QUIZ

South West North East
1™ Pass

1´ Pass 2™ Pass
3NT All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´A/K; (b) a heart; (c)t6; (d) ®3.

HHHHH

E/W Game.
South West North East

1™ 2´1

3® 4´ Dble2 Pass
5® Pass 6® All Pass

1 Weak; 2 Extra values

Choose from: (a) ´6; (b) a heart; (c) tA; (d) ®6.

HHHHH

South West North East
1´ Pass 2® Pass
2NT1 Pass 4®2 Pass
4™3 Pass 4´ Pass
4NT Pass 5® Pass
5t Pass 6® Pass
7´ Pass 7NT Dble
All Pass

1 15-19, Game force; 2 Very good suit; 3 Cue bid
After an exhausting auction, partner somewhat

surprisingly doubles 7NT and you have an eight count.
Enquiring about the bids beyond 4´ highlights
confusion. What is your choice out of:

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™K; (c) t2; (d) a club. r

Hand 2
 ´   K 9 8 6 4
 ™   10 9 5 4 3
 t   A 3
 ®   6

Hand 3
 ´   5 3
 ™   K Q J 6 4
 t   Q 8 4 2
 ®   8 4

Hand 1
 ´   A K J
 ™   8 5 2
 t   8 6 4 3
 ®   J 7 3

New Prize Leads QuizNew Prize Leads Quiz

Opening leads are often subjective and
virtual ly any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in

many ways a game of percentages and there fore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In each
problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnikcardgames.co.uk 
( 020 8661 8866

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer this month. For information

on the new Piatnik cards visit:

www.gibsonsgames.co.uk

There are TWO categories in our competi tion: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate on the top left-hand corner
of the envelope, or in the e-mail subject line, the
category for which you are entering. The first
correct entry in each category out of a hat will win
the prize. The editor’s decision is final. 

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,

TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk 
by 26 August 2016.

Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

ANSWERS TO JUNE QUIZ: PageANSWERS TO JUNE QUIZ: Page 5050
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n AUGUST 2016
3-13    16th World Youth Team

   Championships 
9-11    Northern Midweek Congress

   (see p56)
12-14    Junior Bridge Camp, (see p47)
19-28    EBU Summer Meeting

   (see p37, 49)

n SEPTEMBER 2016
2-17    World Bridge Games, Poland
2-4    Isle of Man Congress
3-4    Derby GP Weekend
3-4    Junior Bridge Camp (see p47)
5-9    EBED Autumn Sim Pairs 
9-18    Guernsey Congress (see p19)
9-11    Cornwall Congress
10-11    Bedford Congress
24-25    Crockfords Finals
24-25    Cumbria/Westmorland GP W/end
24-25    Essex/Herts GP Weekend
24-25    Surrey GP Weekend
30-2    West of England GP Congress

n OCTOBER 2016
1-2    Great Northern Swiss Pairs

   (see p15)
1-2    Felixstowe Congress
3-6    British Autumn Sim Pairs
8-9    Gold Cup Finals
14-16    72nd Autumn Congress

   (see p51)
22-23    Premier League 1
28-30    Really Easy Autumn Break

   (see p29)
29-30    Premier League 2
29-30    Lancashire Congress
29-30    Malvern Congress

n NOVEMBER 2016
4-6    Seniors Congress, Reading
5-6    Premier League 3
10-14    Champions Cup
11-13    NEBA Congress, Newcastle
19-20    Tollemache Qualifier, B’ham
23    EBU AGM
26-27    Middlesex Congress, Barnet

n DECEMBER 2016
16-18    Senior Trials for Teltscher Trophy
27-30    London Year End Congress
28-30    Blackpool Year End Congress

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
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PETER Dunn asks, ‘can you please point me
towards a clarification on disturbed bids? Partner
and I always alert a disturbed change of suit as
non-forcing because it’s not Acol.  We keep getting
done (we think) by opponents who bid, for
example,

(1®) – 1´ – (2™)
and then play there for a top when my partner was
waiting to see what opener would rebid. 

‘I have been pointed to paragraph 4H2 (c) (3) of
the Blue Book, but it doesn’t say what to do if
affected.’

South is allowed to accept the lead out of turn
and if he does, play just proceeds from there. If he
doesn’t accept it, that card (the heart) is a major
penalty card and must be played at the first legal
opportunity. If West gets the lead before it has been
played, declarer has the option to prohibit or insist
on a heart lead; if he chooses either of these options
East’s heart is picked up and is no longer a penalty
card.

John Chambers wrote, ‘please can you help me
with a rules question?  South is playing a heart
contract. At trick 3 West leads a spade, North

and East follow and South ruffs. Before South
plays the next card, East plays a heart. What are
South’s options? What must East do?’

Wrong cards played & alerts
                                          by Gordon Rainsford, EBU Chief Tournament Director

Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk
Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information provided is incorrect or incomplete.

Ask GordonAsk Gordon

click

link

I agree that such calls are alertable if non-forcing,
but the reason is not because they are ‘not Acol’, but
because the Blue Book regulation 
4H2 (c) (3) that you mention makes them so.

What you should do, if you encounter such a call
not being alerted, is to call for the TD. Note that if
you, in the pass-out seat, have not yet called, the TD
can rewind the auction to allow your partner to
change his call if he wishes. This means that it

would be best for you to call the TD before you
make your final call, as if you wait until afterwards
it will be too late for partner’s pass to be taken back
(though you could still get an adjustment later, on
the basis of the misinformation). So, I would
suggest routinely asking for the director before you
make your call in these situations, and this will
avoid either you or your partner supplying
Unauthorised Information.

Of course you might occasionally encounter a
situation where they have no such agreement and
the player has simply guessed to pass, but I think a
TD should examine such a claim carefully as it
might well be based on an implicit agreement.

Peter Wallace asked, ‘could you please give me
some guidance regarding Laws 45C and 47D?

‘As declarer, third to play to a trick, I
inadvertently pulled out the wrong card from my
hand and faced it on the table - the queen of
trumps instead of the ace – the king had been
played by my right hand opponent. As soon as I
put it down I realised that I had pulled out the
wrong card and picked it up straight away,
without pause for thought, apologised and tried to
play the right card. All of the players at the table
had seen the card and the Director was called.

‘The Director’s ruling was that the first card
played must stand, which I accepted. On
consulting the relevant Law afterwards I am
slightly confused: does Law 45C2 apply or can Law
47C4b be applied?’

Law 45C2 applies to your given situation and says
that once you, as declarer, have played a card it
cannot be changed. Until it reaches the state of
being played (held face up, touching or nearly
touching the table; or maintained in such a position
as to indicate that it has been played) you may
change it, even if that is a change of mind.
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By contrast Law 47C4b applies only to cards
‘designated,’ not to cards played, and so it usually
applies when declarer calls for a card from dummy.
It allows you to correct an unintended designation
from dummy until you have played from your own
hand as long as you say something the moment
your realise the error. Note that if you were leading
towards an AQ in dummy and called for the queen
when LHO had played the king, we would not
normally consider that to be ‘unintended’ – it is
much more likely that you intended to play the
queen due to inattention.

Law 66D says, ‘After play ceases, the played and
unplayed cards may be inspected to settle a claim of
a revoke, or of the number of tricks won or lost; but
no player should handle cards other than his own.
If, after such a claim has been made, a player mixes
his cards in such a manner that the Director can no
longer ascertain the facts, the Director shall rule in
favour of the other side.

So, no I don’t think you have a right to know what
is in your opponents’ hands except for the purpose
of checking if there was a revoke or if the number of
tricks was in doubt.

Of course you will be able to find out soon
enough, either when you score up with your team-
mates or you see the hand records, and you could
always ensure you find out by playing out the hand
to the end rather than claiming.

I wonder what was behind your opponents’
refusal, since players will normally be happy to tell
you or show you their hands? Perhaps he wanted to
avoid any possible impression of criticism of his
partner?                                                                      r

Francis Morton wrote, ‘in a recent match we
bid to a slam with a side suit of Kxxx vs xx.  The
suit was not led and twelve tricks were made
(there were enough discards available elsewhere,
so we never saw who held the ace).  At the end of
the hand I asked my right-hand opponent
whether he held the ace over the king of the suit,
but he put away his cards and said that this was for
us to find out.

‘We let it pass and only found out when we
scored the set.  However, I was wondering whether
we were entitled to know whether or not the slam
might have gone down on another lead,
information clearly of value and known to the
opposition.’

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Love All?
Julian Pottage gives his answers on

page 62.

W N E S          
1t 1™        

?

W N E S          
1™ Pass 2™        

?

W N E S          
1´ Pass

?

W N E S          
1´ Pass 2® Pass
3´ Pass 3NT Pass
?

W N E S          
Pass Pass 1´ 2t        
?

W N E S          
Pass Pass Pass 1NT
Pass Pass 2®* Pass
?
* Landy, showing both majors

Hand 1
´ K J 10 6
™ K 8 7 5
t 9 8 6
® Q J

Hand 2
´ 7 3
™ A 5
t K Q 9 8 5 3
® Q 7 6

Hand 3
´ 6 4 3
™ K J 10 4 3
t 8 7
® K Q 10

Hand 4
´ A K J 9 8 6 5
™ A 6 4
t J 10 
® 9

Hand 5
´ Q 9 2
™ K J 3
t J 7 4 3 
® K 8 3

Hand 6
´ A 9 5
™ 10 4
t K J 6 4
® Q J 6 3

click

link
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Assume standard Acol bidding, playing a
weak no trump:

West      North        East         South
Pass         Pass           2t1         2´
3t            3´              All Pass

1 Weak two in diamonds. 

West leads the tQ: 2 – 10 – 8

QUIZ ANSWERS

1   What does East’s 2t show?
The weak two normally shows a 6-card suit and 6-
10 HCP. In third seat, these requirements are often
relaxed slightly.

2   When you lead a suit and partner is not
winning the trick or trying to win the trick,
what signal does partner normally give?

Partner will usually give you an attitude signal,
telling you whether to continue the suit led or
whether to switch. 

3 Is there any point in continuing diamonds?
No. Declarer would ruff in dummy and draw
trumps. 

4   What is partner’s diamond holding?
As the tQ won, partner figures to have the tA and
tK.

5   Who has the ace of clubs? Who has the ´A and
probably the ´K, too.

Partner will not have the ®A or ´A. That would
give partner 11 HCP. With 6 diamonds to the tA-K
and another ace, East has too much for a weak two
even in third seat and would normally open 1t.
Partner could have the ´K, but that is not likely. If
partner does have the ´K, you will score two spade
tricks and the ™A for one down. 

6   If you propose to switch to another suit, which
suit should you play?

With the clubs so strong and the hearts much
weaker, it looks best to switch to a heart. There is
little point here in a trump switch. Declarer would
take ´A, ´K and then run the clubs.

7   Could it be right to switch to a club?
Possibly, but not likely. 

8   If so, what would you hope partner had in
clubs?

Partner could be void in clubs and then club, ruffed,
heart to the ace and another club ruff would defeat
3´. If partner could hold a stronger hand, the
singleton ®A would also allow 3´ to be defeated by
a club switch to the ace, heart to the ace and a club
ruff.

9   If you switch to hearts, what useful holding
could partner have to give you three tricks
there?

If partner has K-10-x, this will be the heart layout:

You can collect three heart tricks via ™A, ™J or a low
heart – East plays the ™10 if declarer plays low from
dummy on the second round after a low heart lead,
and returns his remaining heart. If declarer plays
the ™Q, East wins with the ™K and returns his last
heart.

Sleuth’s answers to page 22
by Ron Klinger

Who, what, where, why?Who, what, where, why?

click

link

Game All. Dealer West.
                           ´  8 6 2
                           ™  Q 5 3
                          t  2
                          ®  K Q J 10 5 4
      ´  Q J 4
     ™  A J 6 4
     t  Q J 5
  ®  7 6 3

N
W

™ Q 6 3
™ A J 6 4 ™ K 10 2

™ 9 8 7
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10 Is there another holding for East in hearts that
would enable you to collect three tricks?

East will not have a singleton heart. That would give
South five hearts, not feasible if South also has three
diamonds and the CA. But, you can also collect
three heart tricks if East has ™K-9-8. The position
will be:

11 If you do decide to switch to a heart, which
heart should you choose? Is there a heart that
will cater for both of partner’s hoped-for
holdings?

You should switch to the jack of hearts. This caters
for both layouts. If East has ™K-10-x, it would not
be necessary, but it also does no damage to switch to
the ™J.
If East has K-9-8, as in the diagram above, only

the ™J will give East-West three heart tricks. After
the ™J is led, if declarer plays low in dummy, East
plays low, too, and the ™J wins. The defence can
than play ™A and ™K. If declarer plays the ™Q on
the ™J, East covers with the ™K. East then returns
the ™9 (top of the remaining doubleton, although
that does not matter here). If South plays low, the
™9 wins. If South covers with the ™10, West wins
with the ™A and the third round of hearts is won by
East’s ™8.

12 Is there any clue whether you should switch to
a club or a heart?

Partner’s play of the t10 at trick one should be
taken as a signal, the high card requesting a switch
to the higher suit outside trumps, that is, hearts. 
When it cannot make sense to continue the suit

led, the card played by the third player should be
used as a suit-preference signal, high card for the
high suit, lowest card for the low suit (trumps
excluded). This takes priority over an attitude
(encourage vs discourage) signal. Giving count
(showing the number of cards you hold in the suit
led) is of no use when a switch is required. Giving a
suit-preference signal eliminates the guesswork for
partner.
If East wanted a club switch, East would play the

lowest diamond, the t4.  While the t4 may not be
the lowest diamond visible to West if South plays
the t8 or t9, West knows that East has many

higher cards if he wished to suggest a heart shift.
With no interest in a switch to hearts or clubs, East
should play a middling card, such as the six or
seven. That leaves it to West to decide on the best
continuation.

13 Is there a layout where you might take 3´ two
down?

If partner has ™K-10-x, you can take 3´ two down
if partner also has the ´10. When you switch to the
™J, if declarer plays the ™Q, East wins and returns
the ™10, followed by the third heart. You take the
™A and play the thirteenth heart. Partner ruffs with
the ´10 and the defence collects two spade tricks as
well as a diamond and three hearts. If declarer plays
low on the ™J, so does partner. You continue with a
low heart. East wins and returns a heart. You win
and play the fourth heart. East ruffs with the ´10 –
two down. Greed is good!

™ Q 6 3
™ A J 6 4 ™ K 9 8

™ 10 7 2

Game All. Dealer West. 
´ 8 6 2
™ Q 5 3 
t 2
® K Q J 10 5 4

´ Q J 4 ´ 10 3
™ A J 6 4 ™ K 10 2
t Q J 5 t A K 10 7 6 4 
® 7 6 3 ® 9 2

´ A K 9 7 5
™ 9 8 7
t 9 8 3
® A 8

N
W      E

S

P S Y C H I S L A M

O D I R E C T I V E

W I P E C B I A O D

E A S E T O R R I D

R E S P O N S E D L

H D M O R A L I S E

O I L M E N A C E S

U C E E D Z T R I O

S T A G N A T E D M

E S S A Y S E D G E

Answers to crossword on page 32
1

11

10

18

22 23

25

26 27

20 21

24

19

15

17

16

13 14

12

932 4 5 6 7 8
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Acouple of problems for you, to check how
well you do when disaster is striking 
(a) your side or (b) their side.

You are South, vulnerable against not, and your
hand is not especially good:

´J10962     ™5      t865     ®9752

As if that were not bad enough, the auction does
not develop favourably for you either

         West            North         East        South
         1®1              1™               Pass        Pass
         Dble             Pass             Pass
1 Clubs or 15+ balanced

What call do you make?

You are West, not vulnerable against vulnerable.
Your hand is pretty good

´AKQ8     ™A     tQJ109    ®KJ63

and the auction does not go badly for your side

      West            North         East        South
       1®                1™               Pass        Pass
       Dble             Pass             Pass        1´

       Dble             Redble        Pass        2®

       Dble             All Pass

What is your opening lead?

The final of the 2015 Spingold, one of the three
major national tournaments in the United States,
had been a close affair throughout. There were not
many Americans left in the competition, as one
table featured a pair of Israelis against a pair of
Italians and the other, two more Italians against a
couple of Norwegians. In each case the latter pair
represented Monaco, while the former played on
the team of Jimmy Cayne (an actual American). The

auctions at the respective tables began in the
same way – North’s 1™ overcall was doubled for
takeout by West, passed for penalty by East, and
rescued into 1´ by South. This rescue, contrary to
the usual advice to people in holes, was an
unproductive piece of spadework because this was
the full deal:

1™ doubled would not have done too badly –
such contracts are never particularly easy to defend,
and the chances are that declarer would have
escaped for two down (the defenders cannot do
better at double dummy). It is usually the case,
though, that when one partner has a weak hand and
the other a stronger one, the best contract is in the
weak hand’s long suit – the theory is that the weak
hand can make a few trump tricks while the strong
hand’s high cards will score anyway.
Both Souths followed this principle in retreating

to 1´, but on this occasion the defenders were due
to make considerably more trump tricks than the
declarer. At one table North decided that there was
a limit to this rescuing business, and 1´ doubled
became the final contract. The defence was
accurate, and declarer was held to one trump trick
and dummy’s two aces for a penalty of 1100. At the

No fun at the low end
by David Burn

Great Bridge DisastersGreat Bridge Disasters

click

link

N/S Game. Dealer West. 
´ 4
™ Q 10 9 8 6 3 
t A 7 3
® A 8 4

´ A K Q 8 ´ 7 5 3
™ A ™ K J 7 4 2
t Q J 10 9 t K 4 2 
® K J 6 3 ® Q 10

´ J 10 9 6 2
™ 5
t 8 6 5
® 9 7 5 2

N
W      E

S
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other table North attempted a re-rescue by making
an SOS redouble of 1´, which left South with the
unenviable task of playing in 2® doubled. What do
you think the penalty should be in that contract?
East-West can actually make game in no trumps,

spades, and diamonds. They cannot make more
than 2™, and the question that arose at the table was
whether or not they could make 5®. Curiously
enough, the best lead for North-South against a
club contract is a diamond, from which it follows
that the worst lead for West against 2® doubled is
the diamond that he actually led. This, I confess,
came as a surprise – against auctions of this kind it
is pretty much automatic to lead a trump from
whatever holding you have in the suit. A low club
lead would have enabled the defenders to, in effect,
draw trumps and cash winners for a penalty of
1700, declarer making just dummy’s two aces. But
the trump suit looked ragged enough compared
with the solidity of the diamond sequence that the
latter was chosen as the opening shot. Declarer won
and played a heart, West continued diamonds, East
finally switched to a trump. The early diamond
plays had had the effect of depriving the defenders
of enough communication to draw trumps and
cash their heart winners; the upshot was that West
had to give South a spade trick at the finish for five
down and 1400.            r

STEVE BURTON – 1945-2016

Stephen W Burton, who has died aged 71,
represented England in the Camrose in 1973. 
Steve read mathematics at St John’s College,

Cambridge where he met Tony Clark, a fellow
undergraduate. They formed a bridge partnership
which lasted fifty years.
Steve taught maths at Dulwich College from

1968 until his retirement in 2005. As well as his
teaching he coached the U13 cricket for 20
seasons & U13 rugby for 30 seasons. He was a
keen supporter of the College Scouts, attending
numerous summer camps over the years.
Steve and Tony Clark were partners in the 1970

European Junior Championships playing for
Great Britain where the team finished tenth. In
October 1972 Steve & Tony played in the Camrose
trials finishing first out of 28 pairs. This result
ensured that they played in the Camrose that
season. They played against Wales, and England
won the Camrose that year.
In National competition Steve won the Silver

Plate twice, in 1995 partnering Anne Rosen and in
1998 with Tony Clark. He was also in the winning
Pachabo team in 1996 partnering Anne Rosen.
Steve played his club bridge in North West Kent

but his main club was Farnborough where he was
a member for over fifty years. On completion of
bridge Steve would often enjoy a drink in the
local, The Woodman. Outside bridge Steve was a
good chess player and a sound golfer – at his peak
he had a single figure handicap. Steve was a very
passionate club cricketer for Wickham Park and
captain of the second XI for 20 years.                     

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English
Bridge) take all reasonable precautions to protect
the interests of readers by ensuring as far as
practicable that advertisements in the pages of
English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and
its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any
undertaking in respect of claims made against
advertisers, whether these advertisements are
printed as part of the magazine, or are in the form
of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress
is sought, and readers who have complaints
should address them to the advertiser or
should consult a local Trading Standards
Office or a Citizens Advice Bureau or their own
solicitors. Readers should note that prices
advertised may not be accurate due to
currency exchange rate fluctuations or tax
changes.
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We start at the final of the Brazilian Trials. Pablo Ravenna’s
3´ is minor-suit Stayman. North makes a lead-directing
double and Alberto Dib shows his diamonds. After a 4´ cue-
bid from West, Roman Key-card Blackwood carries them to
6t.
Declarer won the spade lead with dummy’s ace and played

a trump to the king, noting North’s jack. He then cashed the
™AKQ, throwing the ´4 from dummy. After a spade ruff, a
club to the ace and a second spade ruff with the tA (to
unblock the trump suit), he drew trumps and claimed 12
tricks.
Perhaps you are wondering what happened at the other

table. Every bid and every trick of the play were exactly the
same!

Awards: 6t (10), 5/4/3NT (6), 5t (5), 6NT (3)

2.Game All. Dealer West

  ´  A K                                ´  J 6 4
  ™ K Q 9 8 3                      ™  J 6 2
  t A K                                t  6
  ® 10 9 6 5                        ®  K Q J 8 4 2

N
W    E

S

France face Germany in a friendly match. Should West
investigate a slam when she hears a single raise? Yes, says
Nathalie Frey, reaching for the 2NT (further enquiry) card.
Catherine D’Ovidio shows clubs and then shows a club
control. As I see it, West has now done enough and should
bid 4™. If partner has the required perfect cards, she will
surely bid again. 
Frey asks for key-cards and screeches to a halt in 5™.

North does not lead the ®A from A-x, but South switches to
his singleton club when he take the ™A. That’s one down. A
similar defence would have beaten the better contract of 5®
because North had a singleton heart.  
At the other table they bid: 1™ – 2™, 2´ – 3®, 3´ – 4™,

stopping the train before it went off the rails.

Awards: 4™ (10), 5® (6), 5™ (5), part-scores (3)

Beat Today’s Experts
by David Bird

ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 23

Bidding QuizBidding Quiz

click

link

West                           East           
Frey                                D’Ovidio     
1™                              2™             
2NT                            3®             
3t                              4®             
4NT                            5®
5™

                        ´   K J 10 9 2       
                        ™   8 7                 
                        t   J                  
       ®  K J 6 5 2
  ´  A 4                                     ´  Q 8 7
  ™ 9 3                                     ™ A K Q
  t A 7 4 2                              t K Q 10 8 3 
  ® Q 10 7 4 3                         ® A 8
                         ´   6 5 3              
                        ™   J 10 6 5 4 2    
                        t   9 6 5            
       ®  9

1.Game All. Dealer West

N
W    E

S

West       North        East             South
Ravenna   La Rovere    Dib                Mello
Pass         Pass     2NT             Pass
3´           Dble          4t               Pass
4´   Pass           4NT    Pass
5™           Pass           6t
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                        ´   7 4 2              
                        ™   7 4                 
                        t   10 8 6 2       
       ®  J 7 3 2
  ´  Q 8 6                                 ´  K J 10
  ™ K J 9 5 2                             ™ Q 8 6 3
  t –                                        t A Q 7 4 3 
  ® A K Q 10 9                         ® 6
                         ´   A 9 5 3           
                        ™   A 10               
                        t   K J 9 5         
       ®  8 5 4

3. E/W Game. Dealer East

N
W    E

S

This deal comes from a Vanderbilt semi-final bristling with
some of the world’s finest players. Do such players ever bid
as ineffectively as ordinary humans on a bad day? Yes, they
do! 2´ asks for further information, after the single raise, and
Bas Drijver shows his club shortage. Sjoert Brink is not
discouraged by this. He cue-bids 4t and some might say that
East should bid only 4™ now. No, he strides boldly past
game, cue-bidding the ´K, and Brink leaps to 6™. Madala
leads the ®2 and Brink tries to find the miraculous layout
where ®J-x-x in clubs are with a stiff ™A, in order to ditch
all three of dummy’s spades. Unlucky! South ruffs the fourth
club with the ™10 and that’s one down. At the other table:

West           North           East           South
Zia                Zagorin          Duboin       Bertheau
                            1t             Pass

1™               Pass               2™             Pass
2´    Pass               4®    Pass
4NT            Pass               5®             Pass
5™               Pass               Pass           Dble
Redble        All Pass

Peter Bertheau doubles for a diamond lead but eleven
tricks are made for +1200.

Awards: 5/4™ (10), slams (2)

4. E/W Game. Dealer East The Colonel’s Team face Formidables in a quarter-final of
the R.R.Gupta Memorial championship. What would you
open on those East cards?
There is no perfect answer. With losers in every suit and

no guarantee of finding a good trump fit, you are not worth
2®. If you choose 2NT, rating the hand as close to 
´A2  ™AK65  tAQ84  ®A63, you risk missing a slam when
partner has a fit for one of your suits. I like Rajeshwar
Tewari’s 1™ best. When you hold only two spades, there is
little risk of your bid being passed out.
West was happy to raise the diamonds at his second turn.

5® showed one keycard (14-30 responses) and the excellent
6t was reached. On a 4-2 break, the hearts will provide two
discards from one of dummy’s black suits. One of the losers
in the other black suit will be ruffed.

Awards: 6t (10), games (5), 6NT (4), part-scores (2) 

West       North        East             South
Brink         Madala       Drijver            Bianchi
                        1t               Pass
1™           Pass           2™                Pass
2´   Pass           4®     Pass
4t          Pass           4´                Pass
6™           All Pass

  ´  8 5 4                             ´  A 2
  ™ Q 9                               ™  A K 6 5 4
  t K J 6 5 2                        t  A Q 8 4
  ® 10 4 2                           ®  A 6

N
W    E

S

West                           East    
Jaggy                             Tewari 
–                                 1™      
1NT                            3t      
4t                              4NT    
5®                              5NT    
6t             

Corwen Trophy winners

Ian Pagan & Lyn Fry, from Middlesex, have won the Corwen Trophy.The event hosts the leading pairs in the current pairs championship
of each County Association of the EBU.

This was Ian’s third victory in the competition, with Lyn winning for
the first time. Jeremy Dhondy & Andy Hughes, representing Hampshire
& the Isle of Wight, came second.
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As I see it, West should have bid just 4® at his second
turn. When partner then cue-bids 4™, he will know that the
tA is missing. Since 4NT is ineffective as Blackwood when
clubs are agreed, some players would then use 4NT and 5®
to show strong and less strong 5® bids. By choosing the
‘strong’ route, West could be sure that East would advance
to 6® with the ®K in addition to what he actually held. 
Some of you may think that a rebid of 2´ was advisable

on just 12 HCP, despite East’s extra playing strength. That
would reduce West’s slam ardour. 
At the other table Norway bid 1´ – 2®, 2t – 2NT, 3´ –

4®, 4´ to gain 13 IMPs. A diligent search of the internet
failed to shine a light on the meaning of 2t and 2NT, but
you can see that their system allowed more investigation than
that of their opponents.

Awards: 5®/4´ (10), 5´ (8), small slams (4)

6. E/W Game. Dealer East

The deal comes from a friendly match
between the senior teams of France and
Germany. (At the time of writing I have no
idea whether we are still colleagues of theirs
in the EU.) France’s Philippe Kasler rates his
hand as a ‘game try’ in spades and his Jacoby

2NT raise includes limit-bid hands. Philippe Chottin is

impressed with his 14 HCP and bids the game. Not a good

contract, is it? Three down for minus 300 was the outcome.

At the other table, Claus Daehr and Berthold Engel are

followers of the much beloved Losing Trick Count. Daehr

raises 1´ to 2´ on his 9-loser hand (adding one loser for no

aces). Engel has a 7-loser hand, even if only one loser is

counted for the AJ10 in spades. He passes and the Germans

contest no further when South protects with 3t, going one

down. Well judged! 

Awards: 2´ (10), 1NT (7), 3´ (6), 4´ (2). 

Our experts score 51/60. The deals were not particularly

difficult but you will still have done well to come close to

their score. It’s time to look for some tips.  

5. E/W Game. Dealer East

  ´  7                                   ´  A K J 10 8 6 3
  ™ K 3                                ™  A 10
  t K Q 5                            t  8 7 4
  ® A Q J 10 7 6 4               ®  9

N
W    E

S

West                 East                    
Bojarsji                 Chodacki               
–                        1´                       
2®                     3´                       
6®        

  ´  K 9 2                             ´  A J 10 8 5
  ™ J 9 7 4                           ™  K 8 3
  t K J                                 t  Q 3
  ® Q 9 5 2                         ®  A 6 3

N
W    E

S

West                 East
Kasler                   Chottin
                        1´

2NT                   4´

Tips to Remember

•  Opposite 2NT (or 2® – 2t – 2NT), use 3´ as minor-suit Stayman.

•  Do not look for ‘perfect cards’ from partner. In particular, do not hope that he has ‘nothing wasted’
opposite your singleton. That’s the most likely place for him to hold values.

•  When partner has shown a 5-card major, the difference between 3-card and 4-card support is huge.
Add at least two extra points when you hold four trumps.                                                                      r

Poland face Norway in a semi-final of the
White House Juniors. 6® was not a good
slam and justice was done when North held
®K32 and it went one down. Who do you
blame?
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All levels – beginners to junior experts.
Come and enjoy a packed weekend of

bridge entertainment, tuition, coaching &
play for under 21 year olds.

™

Accompanying adults welcome - please
enquire for price

™

t Swimming and rounders t
´ Tuition, tournaments & prizes ´

™

For more info and application forms 
Sussex: www.sccba.co.uk

Wessex: joanmbennett@hotmail.co.uk￼

Wessex weekend
3 - 4 September 2016

Cheltenham Ladies College & BC
1 night £50 all inc.

Southern Counties 
12 - 14 August 2016

Ardingly College, Sussex
2 nights £120 all inc.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING SURVEY NOW
AVAILABLE

As previously announced we are undertaking
research with Stirling University into the
health and wellbeing benefits of playing

bridge. A survey has been produced to gather data
to help the study. 

There is a commonly held view that those playing
bridge tend to remain alert into their 80s and 90s,
but is it true that the game can help maintain brain
fitness? This online survey explores the effect of
bridge on the brain, plus the benefits of the social
participation on wellbeing and quality of life. 

We seek responses from everyone:
• bridge players and non-bridge players
• over 60s and under 60s
Please take part and encourage as many friends

and family as possible to take part.  You can take the
survey at:

https://stirling.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/social-
participation-and-wellbeing-ebu

On completion of the survey you can contact the
research assistant to enter a draw to win one of two
£100 Amazon vouchers.

FAST FORWARD BRIDGE
Work is well under way with EBED’S new student

training coursework book.
As its title suggests, Fast Forward Bridge will

enable a student to learn the basics of the game
within twenty five learning hours. The no-frills
book will contain no conventions other than the
opening bid of 2®.

Teachers can use the book for five-day courses,
holiday bridge and even a very long weekend! Many
have also mentioned using it in schools.

The completion of Fast Forward Bridge is
expected to be ready for the start of the September
2017 term.

DAILY TELEGRAPH ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

In August EBED will be placing a series of student
recruitment advertisements in the Daily Telegraph
next to the crossword puzzle.

Teachers who are running beginner classes in the
autumn and would like prospective students to be

passed on to them should contact Sue Maxwell at
sue@ebedcio.org.uk.

BRIDGE FOR ALL REFRESH
Our Bridge for All teachers will be delighted with

the new-look coursework books being produced in
time for the start of lessons in September. As well as
a smart new make-over, the Beginning Bridge (Book
One) and Continuing Bridge (Book Two) will contain
more pages to incorporate a few new features. The
cost of the publications will remain the same. r

Health and Education

Reduced rate for non-residents

Junior Bridge Camps
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England defeated all-comers in the 2016
Teltscher Trophy (the senior Camrose event),
contested in Edinburgh’s Holiday Inn. They

won all ten of their 14-board matches, which was a
remarkable achievement in a strong field. Many
congratulations to Sally Brock & Nicola Smith,
Barry Myers & Robert Sheehan, Chris Dixon
(captain) & Norman Selway.  
England faced Scotland on the first evening and

this 3NT was keenly fought:

West         North         East           South
Brock          Gordon        Smith         Kane
                                                     1™
Pass           1´               Pass           2™
Pass           3t               Pass           3NT
All Pass

Diagnosing that her partner would hold spade
length, Sally Brock made the fine lead of the ´5.
Nicola Smith played the ´8, Danny Kane winning
with the queen. After ace, king and another
diamond to her queen, Smith switched to the ™3.
Declarer finessed the ™J successfully and cashed the
top hearts, dummy throwing two diamonds and
East discarding the ®4. What should he do next?

The winning continuation is a club, after which
declarer can succeed (by endplaying East in spades)
whether he plays the ®K or the ®10 from dummy.
Unaware of the spade position, Kane chose instead
to finesse the ´J. Smith won and returned the ´10
to the ace. She won the ®K with the ace and cashed
her winners in spades and diamonds for one down.
At the other table, after the same bidding, Alan

Goodman led a club to the 10 and ace. Brian Short
found an enterprising switch to the ´10, but Robert
Sheehan had nine tricks with the ™Q onside. In fact
he managed a tenth with an endplay on West. That
was 12 IMPs to England, who won the match by
35-11.
There was excitement in the bidding and play on

this deal, with England facing Ireland: 

West         North         East           South
Selway       Walsh           Dixon         O’Brien
                                    2t             3t
4´             5t               Pass           Pass
Dble          Pass             5´             Dble
All Pass

Chris Dixon’s 2t showed both majors and the
auction proceeded as might be expected up to 5t

Game All. Dealer South. 
´ A J 6 3 2
™ 2 
t A K 9 8 2
® K 10

´ 5 4 ´ K 10 9 8
™ 10 8 7 4 ™ Q 3
t J 4 t Q 10 5 3 
® J 9 6 3 2 ® A 5 4

´ Q 7
™ A K J 9 6 5
t 7 6
® Q 8 7

N
W      E

S

N/S Game. Dealer East. 
´ 7 6 3 2
™ A K 8 6 
t J 8 5
® 9 4

´ A K J 5 ´ Q 10 9 8 4
™ J 3 ™ Q 10 9 7 2
t K 10 7 2 t –
® A 5 3 ® 7 6 2

´ –
™ 5 4
t A Q 9 6 4 3
® K Q J 10 8

N
W      E

S

Teltscher Tour de Force
by David Bird

Match ReportMatch Report

click

link
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2016 Teltscher Trophy
final scoreboard

         1st          England                  159.33

         2nd          Patron’s team         102.78

         3rd         Ireland                   102.32

         4th         Scotland                   94.82

         5th         Northern Ireland    80.78

         6th         Wales                        59.97

doubled. At the other table England had allowed
Ireland E-W to play in 3´+1, so conceding 750 for
5t doubled here would have been a serious loss of
IMPs. Somewhat to my surprise, Dixon pulled the
double to 5´, doubled by South. What would you
lead from the North hand?
A club lead may look useful, but declarer can

escape for one down by holding up the ®A for one
round. When he sets up the hearts, North has to win
both times and the defenders cannot claim their
second club trick. The best opening lead is in fact a
trump, followed by further trumps when North
takes his heart tricks. This would beat the contract
by two tricks for +500.   
Terry Walsh led the t5, ruffed in dummy, and

Norman Selway played a heart to the jack and king.
The key moment had been reached. To beat the
contract now, North must switch to a trump or a
club. When he persisted with the tJ, Selway ruffed
in dummy and led the ™Q to North’s ace. A third
diamond was ruffed in dummy and poor North
now had to follow to the ™10 and ™9, as two clubs
were discarded. A club to the ace allowed declarer to
ruff the tK with the ´10. He could then play the
´Q and claim the last three tricks with his ´A-K-J.
Dixon’s inspired 5´ bid had converted -750 into
+650 and created a net swing of 24 IMPs.  England
won the match 32-6. 
This was England’s record in their ten matches:

they beat Wales 38-20 & 47-17, beat Scotland 35-11
& 51-10, beat Northern Ireland 32-21 & 46-31, beat
Ireland 32-6 & 23-4, beat the Patron’s team 32-12 &
55-12. 
Such was England’s consistency of play that our

pairs occupied the top three positions in the final
Butler ranking: 1st Brock-Smith +1.25 IMPs per
board, 2nd Dixon-Selway +1.17, 3rd Myers-
Sheehan +0.84.                                                          r

When you see the ‘LB’ sign in an ad vert  isement
in the magazine, it means that:

• The organisers of the holiday have applied for,
and received, a licence from the EBU.

• They may choose to give master points in
accordance with EBU scales.

• These master points will be accepted and added
to player records.

• The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye-laws, thus affording all
players the protection of playing within the
jurisdiction of the EBU.

All county events advertised have an EBU licence.

NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have master
points credited to members’ records save for Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New
Zealand and Australia. The conversion of green
points to gold points will only happen at English
events, the BGB Gold Cup and Home Internationals.

LICENSED BRIDGE
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South West North East
1t Pass 1™ Pass
1´ Pass 3t1 Pass
3NT All Pass

1 Invitational but not forcing

Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) ™2; (c) a diamond; (d) ®3

(a) ´3: 3 marks. OK it is fourth highest of your
longest and strongest but it is straight round into
declarer’s second suit. Unless partner has a very
useful holding in this suit it is liable to give a trick
away. Plus even if you cash the suit out that is still
only four tricks. Then?

(b) ™2: 10 marks. On auctions such as this it is often
right to lead dummy’s first suit, particularly without
an attractive holding in the fourth suit. After all
declarer has bid two suits and then bid 3NT so is
bound to be short in dummy’s suit and that may be
where we can make tricks. This is the lead my
partner, the multi Irish international Hugh McGann,
made in a Gold Cup match. It was the winner as
dummy held ™A-J-x-x and I held ™Q-10-9-x-x. After
this lead the contract had no chance. 

(c) A diamond: 1 mark. Straight round into declarer’s
first bid suit. Why? 

(d) ®3: 6 marks. Well if I wasn’t going to lead a heart
this would be my choice, but it is inferior to the heart
for the reasons given. At the table it was disastrous as
partner had ®Q-9-x and declarer was 4-1-4-4 so the
lead picked the suit up for one loser.

HHHHHH

South West North East

2NT Pass 3®1 Pass
3t2 Pass 3™3 Pass
3NT4 All Pass

1 Five-card Stayman; 2 No 5-card major, but at least
one 4-card major; 3 Showing four spades; 4 Not four
spades (and therefore four hearts)
The bidding has been informative. Can you make the

best of it?

Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) ™7; (c) t3; (d) ®2. 

This hand was sent to me by Manchester player and
friend Alan Jones and comes from an online game.

Answers to June Problems
by Alan Mould

Prize Leads Quiz AnswersPrize Leads Quiz Answers

click

link

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master:   Elizabeth Knowlson,                                Open: Michael Kaye,

               Colchester                                                    Hungerford

                                                                                   

                                                                     
Sponsored by

Hand 1
 ´   A 10 4 3
 ™   K 5 2
 t   5 4 2
 ®   K 7 3

Hand 2
 ´   J 8 6 3
 ™   7 3
 t   Q 5 3
 ®   J 4 3 2
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(a) ´3: 2 marks. We have a very weak hand with
almost no chance of getting in and this is dummy’s
only known four card suit. It is extremely unlikely
that this is the right suit to attack and very likely that
you will just be doing declarer’s work instead.

(b) ™7: 1 mark. Again I see no case at all to lead
round into declarer’s known suit.

(c) t3: 10 marks. This would be my choice. If we are
going to beat this partner must have a decent hand
so we need to set up partner’s suit. We have some
diamond help if that is their suit and since we have
three it is slightly more likely they have five (it is of
course also more likely declarer will have that suit
but hey ho!). At the table this was the big winner as
partner had tK-J-10-9-x-x! 

(d) ®2: 7 marks. Better than either major but leads
from J-x-x-x are quite dangerous and again you will
need partner to have at least four of them After all
you are not getting in to cash the fourth one!

HHHHHH

South West North East
1t Pass 1´ Pass
1NT1 Pass 3NT All Pass

1 15-17

Choose from: (a) ´K; (b) ™4; (c) t4; (d) ®2.

This hand was sent to me by Leicestershire expert,
teammate and friend Paul Bowyer.

(a) ´K: 10 marks. It is a funny game isn’t it? The
previous problem I argued against leading dummy’s
suit but here I am arguing for you to lead it. But the
arguments are largely the same. To beat this partner
must have a decent hand and so you should try and
set up her/his tricks rather than yours. Partner has
not bid and the only help we have is in spades, so that
is the best chance. This struck gold at the table as
declarer had rebid 1NT on a 1-4-4-4 shape and
dummy had ´10-x-x-x leaving partner with ´A-J-x-
x-x who was charmed by the lead. Any other lead sees
them making no less than 12 tricks.   

(b) ™4: 5 marks. Yes partner will have a number of
these since the opponents have made no attempt to
play in them, but partner is unlikely to have six and

enough to beat the hand as otherwise they would
have bid, and with only five the opponents are likely
to have just too many stops in the suit.

(c) t4: 1 mark. For the third time I see no reason at
all to lead round into declarer’s suit and for the third
time it gets one mark.  

(d) ®2: 6 marks. This would be my (distant) second
choice. If partner has four or five clubs and a decent
hand we may be able to get them going.                r

Hand 3
 ´   K Q 2
 ™   4
 t   10 9 6 4 2
 ®   10 6 4 2

The European Bridge League have banned
German players Josef Piekarek and
Alexander Smirnov from EBL

competitions for four years, and for life as a
partnership. The pair pleaded guilty to ‘pre-
arranging the method of inappropriate
communication and of practicing it, by indicating
the strength of their hands by placement of the
bidding cards on bidding tray’.
Piekarek and Smirnov were part of the German

Open team who, after months of rumours,
confessed to ‘ethical violations’ in September
2015. This led to Germany withdrawing from the
Bermuda Bowl that year.

Piekarek-Smirnov banned by EBL

72ND AUTUMN
CONGRESS

14 – 16 October 2016

Holiday Inn – Peterborough PE3 6SG

t First event in the 2016-2017 Championship

Series

t Qualifying Swiss Pairs on Friday scored by

match-points

t Two Star Pairs Finals on Saturday

t Really Easy Afternoon on Friday for less

experienced players, with Blue Point awards

t One-day Swiss Pairs available on Saturday;

entries also accepted for Friday sessions only

t Multiple teams event on Sunday

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

EBU Accommodation Booking Service
( 0800 0346 246

Green
points
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I caught up with Toby Nonnenmacher at the
Portland Bowl finals. Toby has been playing for the
Junior squads for five years competing in European
and World Championships as well as numerous
home internationals. Toby is just 22 years old and
is an Ace of Spades (most of the time!) on the NGS.
He is currently based in Manchester where he is
studying physics. 

How did you get into bridge?
I started playing in school, but it wasn’t until I
joined the Junior squads that I started to play
seriously. It allowed me to learn from my peers, be
coached by top players and opened doors to high-
level competitions such as the Spring Fours. I owe a
huge amount to people like Michael Byrne, Alan
Shillitoe, Sarah O’Connor (to name just a few) who
give up their time and energy to help juniors, purely
because they care about the future of the game.

Tell us about being in the Junior squads?
The U21 and U26 squads have formed a huge
part of my life over the last half a decade. I have
loved playing with other juniors and have visited
places I wouldn’t have gone to. The squads are vital
to the future of bridge and it’s great to see the recent
creation of an U16 squad.

Take me through an average competition day
I like to get up fairly early as a substantial part of
my morning consists of waking up my partner. If
you’re sitting down to play 60 boards a day, you

really don’t need any more distractions than
necessary! There is a rousing team talk from the
captain which normally goes along the lines of ‘Stop
bidding grand slams missing two aces!’ or, ‘Don’t
ever play that again!’ Although competitions like the
Junior Europeans are undoubtedly stressful, bridge
is a game I love and I have made friends both within
the squad and from other countries. After the day’s
play is finished, we normally go through the boards
together and have a laugh at all the horror stories.

Greatest bridge achievement?
Winning the Channel Trophy two years in a
row: first as an U21 then as an U26. It was a fun
way to transition from one squad to the next and
there’s nothing better than beating the team from
the other side of the Channel . . .

Greatest bridge disaster?
We played against Israel in the Europeans in
Wroclaw in 2013. There were various bidding
misunderstandings which led us to 7t. This was not
the optimal contract – we were missing two key
cards, and -500 did not score well.

Any superstitions when you play?
I always sit North and East. I’m not too sure
why but I’m fairly certain it’s to do with my
partner having as little responsibility as possible
when he plays.

Who’s your greatest bridge hero?       
Boye Brogeland, for his incredible dedication to
cleaning up the game. He’s also knocked me out of
the Spring Fours twice in the last three years. If he
keeps that up I might have to look elsewhere!

Finally, what’s your top tip to an improving junior?
Play as much good bridge as you can against the
strongest opponents you can find. Even if you lose
by 100 IMPs, as long as you take something away
from the experience it is well worth doing! Make
sure you go over every hand looking for mistakes,
even the ones you think were fine. Above all, make
sure you always enjoy playing!       r

A Junior PerspectiveA Junior Perspective
In conversation with Toby 
                                           by Kyle Lam

click

link
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ENCOURAGE CLUBS TO JOIN
The ever-increasing

competition costs (Letters, April
2016) could be met more easily if
Pay to Play bought in more
revenue. The problem is, in part,
due to unaffiliated clubs. By
spreading the costs among all
competitive players the EBU
would succeed in bringing the
fee down to less than 10p per
hour for each player. This seems
a tiny sum compared to the £3 in
fuel and £2 in table money to go
out (you even get a mag!). What
is really needed is a massive push
by all club players to get their
local clubs to affiliate to the EBU
and thus get the cost of higher
level competition down to the
£10 a head level.   Nigel Hamlyn

IT’S NOT FAIR
Much as I sympathise with

Chris Reynard (June 2016, p32),
rather than complain about an
unjust scoring system he should
be graciously congratulating the
opponents whose competitive
bidding earned them a top by
pushing him and his partner to
five while at the other tables the
oppos subsided at levels where
doubled overtrick bonuses could
be garnered.
Also, I want to express my

appreciation for Merman’s
crosswords. Two crackers so far,
with both diagrams and clues
that Ximenes would have
approved, and at a fairly mild
level of difficulty that’s just right
for a mag like EB.
                         Meic Goodyear

I sympathise with Chris
Reynard, who wrote to point out
the injustice of some scores
when doubled. There are other
anomalies. He could find that, in
an uncontested auction, his
opponents bid and make three
spades, only to discover that, at
other tables, four spades has
been bid, going one down. A
bottom board for him, although
he has defended as well as
everyone else. These anomalies
may even out over the years, but
not in a playing session.
When I suggested to the EBU

that, with the advent of
computers, it should be possible
to devise a fairer scoring system,
the response was discouraging.
When, how and by whom was
the current scoring system for
duplicate bridge created and has
any thought ever been given to
reviewing it?           David Minor

FOUR WEAK TWOS
Thank you for the great June

edition. Two articles caught my
eye – Convention Analysis, p24
and 2016 NoTS, p46. For the last
three years I have been playing
Acol with four weak 2s. The Acol
2® opener (23+ points) is such a
rarity.  We will hold one about
every 1000 hands, whereas one
holds a weak 2 opener in over
three hands in 100.  As a result
we open strong unbalanced
hands at the 1-level, which is
rarely passed out, and strong
balanced hands with 2NT,
denoting 21+ points, unless we
have game in our hand.  This is
effective because very strong

hands rarely play well opposite
an equally weak dummy.
One of my partners calls this

system Berk-ol, another partner
is more flattering with Burchie
Acol.
On to the NoTS Board One

(June 2016, p46).  I played the
four weak 2 Acol system with
Irish international John Carroll
at the event.  As fate would have
it, he sat North and our first
board was board 1 - and John’s
very first call of the night was
our weak 2®.  Our opponents
subsided in 6NT after my
preemptive raise to 3®, and John
and I collected a 73.33% board.

                        Dr David Burch

FUNDING SENIORS
I was lucky to play in the

England Open team from 2000
to 2006, and our forays to
internationals were largely
funded. In 2008 I switched to
play for the Seniors and we’ve
been quite successful. The
funding is very different but we
have been blessed by having
various top class playing
sponsors. Without a sponsor in
the team it is dubious whether
we could all have afforded to
represent our country. The EBU
paid entry fees and uniform
only. Other Cinderella sports
such as cycling and sailing are
now high profile from
international success. I believe
the vast majority of the
membership support the
national teams wanting us to do
well and raise the profile of our
great game.           Colin Simpson

Send your letters to the editor,
Lou Hobhouse, Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk

(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
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Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk

TWO local teams have reached the fifth
round of Crockfords, one led by Andrew
Smith and one by David Jones.
Tim Brierley & Graham Hartley came 5th

in the National Pairs Final.
The team of Irene Robinson, Mike

Huggins, Jeremy Rickard, Peter Shelley & Jack Terry lost the
final of the Hubert Phillips Plate by a miniscule margin after
a great fightback.
The Huggins team has reached the sixth round of the

Nicko representing the West of England club.
Chris King & Steve Tomlinson won the Championship

Pairs at the Cheltenham Congress.
Sue O’Hara and Nelson Stephens came 2nd in the Swiss

teams at the Welsh Seniors congress.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

RON Davis & Bill Hood were 3rd equal in the
Northants GP Swiss Pairs on 21 May. Julie Abley
& Richard Irwin (from Herts) were equal 2nd
out of 108 pairs in the Swiss Pairs at the Devon
Congress on 9 April.

Diary Dates: The Beds & Northants Congress takes place
over the weekend of 10-11 Sep. Further details and entry
forms available from the BBA website.

Berks and Bucks
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba

CONGRATULATIONS to Sally Brock and Barry
Myers who were part of the team that won the
Hubert Phillips Bowl. Also to James Bond who
captained the team that won the teams event at
the Spring Bank Holiday Congress.

Diary dates: The 2016-17 season begins with Swiss Pairs
for the Denys Jenkins Cup on 9 Oct. We hope to see you there.
See the county website for details of all events.

Channel Islands

www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

IN Guernsey, the County Teams was won by Daniel
McIntosh, Rudi Falla, Robert Plumley, Andy Hall
and Susie Farnon, with runners up Howard
Basden-Smith, Sue Rankin, David Hole and David

Friswell.

The County Mixed Pairs was won by Daniel McIntosh &
Alex Gauld with Howard Basden-Smith & Sue Rankin
coming second.
The District Individual was won by Robert Plumley, with

James Fattorini coming second.
In Jersey the District Men’s Pairs was won by John Honey

& Graham Boxall, with Howard Basden-Smith & Chris Hill
second. The Ladies’ Pairs was won by Fiona Honey & Jane
Knight, with Sue Le Sueur and Sarah Sutton second. In the
Open Pairs Graham Boxall & Sue Rankin triumphed, with
John & Fiona Honey second.

Cornwall

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall

DIARY dates: Cornwall Green-Pointed Congress,
9-11 Sep, Falcon Hotel, Bude. Full details on
county website, or contact Chris Bickerdike
(01326 572430).

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/

THE County Pivot Teams was won by Babs Matthews, Ken
Johnston, Simon Smith and Tim Matthews. Congratulations.
After the terrible flooding in Cumbria in December, the

main road to Keswick via Ambleside has now been repaired,
making it much quicker to get to the north of the County.

Diary dates: 14 Aug, County AGM and AGM Pairs, St
Herberts, Keswick. 18 Sep, Blue Point IMP Pairs, Keswick. 24-
25 Sep, Cumbria and Westmorland joint GP Event. Day 1,
Swiss Teams and Day 2 Swiss Pairs, Castle Green Hotel,
Kendal. 16 Oct, Simple System Pairs played simulataneously
at Carlisle and Barrow. 6 Nov, Pro-Am Teams, Carlisle.

Derbyshire

www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire

Diary dates: 31 Mar - 31 Aug, Summer Swiss
teams of four (you can play in any number of the
sessions). 10 Aug, Individual event. 24 Aug, Men’s
and Ladies’ pairs. 7 Sep, The India Cup (all play
all Teams of four). 3-4 Sep Green Point Event.

Details of all events scheduled by our county association can
be found on http://www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire. It also
contains links to the websites for all affiliated clubs, so if you
are looking to play bridge in Derbyshire please visit our
website.

COUNTY NEWSCOUNTY NEWS
You will find your County’s ‘Local Results’ (if submitted) and obituaries (in our ‘In Memoriam’
column)  in the online magazine (page 66 onwards). These pages are also available as a stand-
alone pdf in the English Bridge Section of the website and at www.ebu.co.uk/
documents/magazine/county-extra.pdf. We would also encourage you to visit your County
website for up-to-date news and results. The websites are given in each county report.

click

link
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Devon 

www.devonbridge.co.uk

IN the EBU Garden Cities Regional
qualifiers, Torquay (Bobby Ainsworth, Paul
Ainsworth, John Harriman, Bill Ellis, Mike
Orriel, Peter Bowles, Jacek Pietrzycki, Ian

Walsh) were 4th with a high score that would have qualified
for the National final from two of the other three venues.

Ann Slee and Alison Pollok were 3rd in the B final pairs at
the Cheltenham Congress.

Alex Maddocks and Warner Solomon  are in a team in the
final of the EBU Online Knockout.

Warner Solomon, Alex Maddocks, Jim Grant and Stefan
Lindfors are in Round 5 (last 16) of Crockfords.

Andrew Leslie, Betty Golding, Steve Dooley, Ian
Dalrymple and Mike and Marion Kelsey are in the last 16 of
the Crockfords Plate.

Warner Solomon, Peter Bowles, Mike Orriel and Roger
Sweet (Somerset) won their fourth round match in the EBU
Gerald Faulkner Salver (Seniors knock-out) so are now in the
quarter finals.

Exeter C (Warner Solomon, Peter Bowles, Mike Orriel,
John Edwards and Ian Walsh)  have reached Round 5 of the
National Inter-Club Knockout.

Diary dates: Entries are due by 7 Oct for the Devon Teams
(Western Morning News). The first session of simultaneous
pairs for Devon Air Ambulance is on 19 Sep. Devon Winter
Pairs restarts on 4 Oct. Full details of all events and results are
on the website.

Dorset 

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

MIKE Pownall & Jeremy Dhondy came 6th in
the National Pairs finals.

Devon Congress Swiss Teams:  1st Miles
Cowling & team. 8th Eugene Sheehan, David Gill, Mark
Hooper & Ron Heath.

Spring Bank Holiday Congress: Mark Hooper, Robin
Wright, Anne Allerston & Alan Wilson retained the trophy for
the B stratification of the Swiss Teams. Anne & Alan and
Geoff Fogg & Lesley Lewis qualified for the B final of the
Championship Pairs..

Western League. The B and C teams won their leagues and
qualify for the national finals. The A team finished 2nd. Well
done to all the players who have represented the county this
season. 

Essex

www.essexbridge.co.uk

ANOTHER successful and extremely well attended
seminar has been held for ‘improving’ players. 

Congratulations to Barbara Simia & Penny
Hanson, who won the Barleylands heat of the May

Really Easy Afternoon, finishing 7th nationally and to Chris
Taylor, who was in the team that won the SBU Overseas
Congress.

EBU Sims April: Paul Spencer & Chris Taylor. EBED Sims
May: Weds, Mike Rand & Gerry Seal. Thurs,  Jeffrey Conway
& Charles Hook. Mon, Ray Clarke & David Clark.

Diary dates: 24 Sep, Essex/Herts Pairs. 25 Sep,
Essex/Herts Teams. 14 Oct, Really Easy Afternoon at
Barleylands. 26 Oct, Autumn Seniors. 30 Oct, Fletcher and
Cup for Clubs.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk

THE Cheltenham Bridge Congress was a huge
success, attracting players from far and wide.
The winners of the premier event, the Green
Point Swiss Teams, were the local team of Joe

and Wendy Angseesing, Keith Stanley and Alan Wearmouth,
who also won the mixed teams event. The main pairs event
was won by Mike Huggins and Irene Robinson from Avon.
Joe and Wendy Angseesing were winners again in the Mixed
Pairs, whilst the Mens Pairs was won by Ashok Kwatra and
David Ballinger and the Ladies’ Pairs by Leslie Harrison and
Alison Pritchard, both local pairs.

In the Midland Counties League, Glos finished second in
the Dawes and Porter Cups (for first and second teams),
whilst in the Markham (for third teams), we were fourth.

Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

CORWEN Trophy: 2nd Jeremy Dhondy & Andy
Hughes. National Pairs Final: 6th Jeremy Dhondy.
Spring Bank Holiday Congress: A Pairs finalists,
Jeremy Dhondy & Andy Hughes. B Pairs Finalists,

John Dakin; Lesley Lewis. Swiss Pairs 2nd Phil Downham.
Devon Congress Swiss Teams: 1st Miles Cowling. Joint 2nd
John Dakin & Mike Fithyan. HIOW GP Swiss Teams: 2nd
Sonia Zakrzewski & Gareth Birdsall, Martin W Jones & Adam
Dunn. 

Diary dates: 18 Sep, Candover Teams. 16 Oct, Mixed
Pairs. Both at Romsey. Entries via the HIOW website or Steve
Preston on 02380 702934.

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk 

IT was not a successful season in the Western League. The A
Team won three and lost four and came 6th in their division,
the B Team won one and drew one and came 8th, and the C
Team won two and came 6th. Full results of all county
competitions are on our website.

Diary dates: 9 Sep, Annual General Meeting, Ledbury
Community Centre, 7pm. 16 Sep, Inter-club Teams Round 1,
Ledbury, 7pm. 22 Oct, Ladies’ and Men’s Pairs, Tarrington,
10.30am. 5 Nov, No Fear Teams (Restricted), Wellington
Heath, 1.30pm.

Spring Bank Holiday Congress Teams B stratification winners.
L-R Mark Hooper, Alan Wilson, Anne Allerston, Robin Wright
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Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk

GREAT successes for Herts players at the
Harrogate Spring Congress. Malcolm Harris
and Maria Budd won the Swiss pairs. Tugrul
Kaban and Tom Dessain won the Teams with
Giles Ip & M Hill.

The Hancock team are winners of the Hertfordshire
League Division 1 for the John Horsley Trophy. They are Piers
Fuller, Roger Gibbons, Mike Hancock, Alan Kay, David
Kendrick and Dave Walker. The Arni Anidjar-Romain team
finished in second place with Robert Teesdale, Anthony
Golding and Francis Morton. League Division 2 winners were
the Roy Button team of Karima Basse, Maria Budd, Francis
Eddleston and Rick Irwin. In second place was Mike
Rawlings’ team with Andrew Doye, Stan Harding, Simon
Mostyn, and Jonathon Osgood.

Diary dates: 13 Sep, Seniors Teams (with buffet lunch),
Bridge Centre, 11am. 24 Sep, Green pointed Swiss Pairs,
Wodson Park, Ware, 12 noon. 25 Sep, Green pointed Swiss
Teams, Wodson Park, Ware, 12 noon. For further details of
these and our other events for the new season, please visit
www.hertsbridge.co.uk

Kent

www.kcba.org.uk

NORMAN Selway was a member of the winning
England team in the Senior Camrose (Teltscher
Trophy).  Helen Erichsen and her partner Fiona
Brown (Yorks) were members of the England
team who won Silver in the Lady Milne Trophy

(Ladies’ Home International). 
In Sussex Michael Prior and Mike Hampton won the

green pointed Swiss Pairs, Sue Parkins and Mark Wiggins won
the prize for the highest placed non-expert pair. In our own
green pointed Swiss Teams Keith Ashcroft, John Hemington,
Michael Prior and John Griffiths finished second.

In the SBU Overseas Dubrovnik Congress Bill Gardner
and his partner Mike Bell(Warks) won the Swiss Pairs, they
were second in the Swiss Teams playing with Gary Hyett
(Manchester) and Dan Crofts (Staffs).  Bill and Mike also won
one Open Pairs and were second in another.  Congratulations
to all.

Diary dates: 29-30 Oct, 56th Kent Congress, TWBC (Blue
pointed). 

Lancashire 

www.bridgewebs.com/lancs

AT the LCBA AGM in May, Bill Alston was
appointed Chairman, John Brearley Secretary and
Barry Brelsford Treasurer. 

In the Corwen Trophy all four Lancashire
pairs finished in the top half of the field with the best pair
being Dave Debbage and Andrew Woodcock, who finished
fourth.

Diary dates: 6 Aug, Northern Bridge League, Round 2; 7
Aug, Preston Pairs, Preston Bridge Club; 9-11 Aug, Northern
Midweek Congress, Wakefield; 2-4 Sep, Bolton Congress,
Bolton Bridge Club; 10 Sep, Northern Bridge League, Round
3; 18 Sep, LCBA Mixed Pairs, Lytham Bridge Club; 1-2 Oct,
Great Northern Swiss Pairs, Leeds; 8 Oct, Northern Bridge
League, Round 4. 

Leicestershire 

www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

THE 2016 AGM was held on 8 June.  Officers
were elected as follows: Chairman,  Dean
Benton, Treasurer, Henry Cooklin, General and
Membership Secretary, Pat Beasley, League

Secretary, Brian Stockdale, Tournament Secretary, Neil
Beasley, Fixtures Secretary, Dick Pathan, Education Liaison
Officer, Simon Stokes. 

The guest of honour was John Wilcox, of Loughborough
Club, who was awarded Life Membership for his services as an
officer over the past 22 years.  He presented the trophies to the
competition winners as listed in the on-line Local Results.

Dick & Lucy Pathan won the Midlands Flitch at Spondon.
Diary dates: 9 Aug, Paul Bowyer Seminar 3 (County

Club). 16 Aug, Paul Bowyer Seminar 4 (County Club). 27
Aug, League Forum (Rothley). 3-4 Sep, Derbyshire Green
Point (Spondon). 11 Sep, Midland League  v Oxford (Home -
Greenfields). 21 Sep, League – Round 1. 28 Sep, Stanley
Trophy Round 1 (Glenfield). 5 Oct, League – Round 2. 12 Oct,
Otto & Edith Cups - Mixed Pairs (County Club).

Lincolnshire

www.lincsbridge.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Glynn Elwick & Keith Stewart who
won the Pairs title at the recent County Championships
whilst the Teams of Four was won by Maurice Lynn & John
Hill partnered by Chris Phillips & Alan Millington.

County Members note these competitions will be played
on different weekends in the 2016-17 season.

Lincolnshire CBA welcomes Alford Bridge Club, which
has re-affiliated with the EBU after a period of absence. 

With the help of the EBU, and donations from the local
County Council as well as the County Bridge Association, the
club has purchased new scoring equipment from Bridgetab.
The club has forged good links within the community as well
as introducing bridge to a number of local schools. 

Alford Bridge Club meet at the Half Moon Hotel in
Alford, every Thursday at 6.45pm. Visitors are always
welcome. http://www.bridgewebs.com/alford/ 

Diary dates: The calendar for 2016-17 is being finalised
but will start with Swiss Teams on 25 Sep.

London 

www.metrobridge.co.uk

MANY congratulations to Robert Sheehan & Phil
King for winning the Hubert Phillips Bowl, to
Michael Alishaw for winning the Portland Bowl,
to David Gold for winning the Spring Bank

Holiday Pairs, and coming third in the SBH Swiss Teams, and
to Szczepan Smoczynski & Marcia Green for winning the
Kent Swiss Teams.

Well done for all the successes at the Spring Foursomes –
Andrew Robson, David Bakhshi, David Gold and Mike Bell,
who won the main event, semi-finalists Glyn Liggins & Anita
Sinclair, quarter-finalists Simon Gillis, Ben Green and Sarah
O’Connor, Punch Bowl winner Toby Nonnenmacher and
runner-up Gitte Hecht-Johansen. Also to Mike Bull who won
both the Swiss Teams & Multiple Teams A section in Jersey
and Gad Chadha, Abigail Nichols & Carl Nelson who won the
B section.
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Diary dates: 6 Sep, Café Bridge in Clapham. 8 Sep, AGM
at YCBC. 18 Sep, Mixed Pairs at YCBC. 9 Oct, Men’s &
Women’s IMP Pairs at YCBC. All entries/enquiries to
lmbaentries@gmail.com.

Manchester

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

Congratulations to Michael Newman who has
won MCBA Player of the Year for the 2015-16
season in the Expert Category.  Michael
previously won this award in 2011.  In the

Intermediate Category the award was shared between
Graham Campbell and George Leigh.

Toby Nonnenmacher was a member of the winning team
in the Punchbowl at the Schapiro Spring Fours at the
beginning of May.

Diary dates: 13 Aug, Michelle Brunner Memorial Swiss
Pivot Teams, Manchester Bridge Club.

Merseyside/Cheshire

www.mcba.org.uk

WELL done to the Deva BC team who
qualified for the eight-team final of the
National inter-club event, the Garden Cities
trophy.

Congratulations to Beth and Barry Wennell who were
members of the foursome that won the Swiss Teams at the
EBU Bank Holiday Congress.

Also, well done to Paddy Murphy, Mark Weeks, David
Flacks and Laurence Stone who won the Bolton May Bank
holiday teams event

In our County Open green-pointed Swiss pairs event the
winners were David Flacks and Paul Roberts who finished 10
VPs clear of the field.

In the Shropshire Congress in mid-April Beth and Barry
Wennell won the pairs with Mike Amos (partnering Pete
Foster of Manchester) equal second. In the teams event Mark
Weeks, Bob Pitts, Alan Stephenson and Stuart Matthews were
the runners-up.

David Stevenson and Liz Commins were members of the
team that were second in the Devon Congress in early May.

Diary dates: 13 Sep, Andrew Rosebowl (Mixed pairs)
LBC.

Middlesex

www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Alexander Allfrey on
winning the Schapiro Spring Foursomes; to Lyn
Fry and Ian Pagan on winning the Corwen
Trophy and to Catherine Seale and Tom Paske on
winning the Spring Bank Holiday Swiss Teams.

At our AGM in June, Paul Wilson was elected
President and Gulab Shah a Vice President, while

Jonathan Harris (Capt), Steve Capal, Steve Root and Stefan
Skorchev were victorious in the Committee Cup.

Norfolk

www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/

TEN members of the ABC bridge club in
Norwich went off to Stratford-upon-Avon for a
weekend of bridge, good hotel and food, and
plenty of socialising and sightseeing enhanced
by the 400th anniversary atmosphere. Val

Bobbins organised the trip with Excel Bridge, and it proved
such a success that plans are already in hand for a similar
event next year. 

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/

FOLLOWING Trevor Thrower’s resignation,
Nicky Bainbridge has been appointed chairman
of NCBA. 

Northants sent its full complement of three
pairs to the Corwen Trophy and is proud of the performances
of Robert Miller & Tim Durdin, finishing 24th; John Prior &
Gill Webb finishing 57th; and Andrew Bisson & Michael Gore
Brown finishing 81st. 

Diary dates: 6 Aug, NCBA Blue Pointed Swiss Pairs,
Stamford Bridge Club, PE9 2RN, 1pm.

North East 

www.neba.co.uk

THE 2016 AGM was held at Bishop Auckland
Bridge Club on 19 May when Liz Muir was
elected as Chair and Nigel Durie as Vice Chair.
All other officers were re-elected unopposed. 

Presentations were made for all trophies won in the past
twelve months with particular congratulations going to Joint
Players of the Year, Steve and Georgia Ray.  Brunton BC were
the Champion Club for the second year running having again
topped Division A of the InterClub Competition.

Diary dates: 11-13 Nov, 2016 NEBA Congress is again to
be held in the fine bridge facility at the Marriott Metro-
Centre Hotel. All main events, Saturday Swiss Pairs and
Sunday Swiss Teams, will be green pointed.

Nottinghamshire

www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

CONGRATULATIONS to Kyle Lam  who
captained Cambridge B to win the Portland Bowl
and to Ankush Khandelwal who won the Punch
Bowl at the Spring Fours. 

Oxfordshire 

www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Kathy & Denis Talbot
on a successful EBU Jersey Lambourne Festival.
They won three of the events - the Swiss Pairs, the
Seniors’ Pairs and the Mixed & Open Pairs.  They
came 4th in the Swiss Teams playing with Helen

Lawton-Smith & John Slater.  Rita Todd & Liza Furnival won
the Pre-Congress Pairs.

At the Hants & IOW Swiss Teams, Kathy & Denis Talbot,
Debbie Roberts & Geoff Nicholas were in 3rd place.
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Well done to Freddie Illingworth who played in the
Cambridge University Portland Bowl winning team.
David Patterson & Brian Geary reached the National Pairs

Final and came 9th.
Alastair Gidman’s team reached the semi-final at the

Schapiro Spring Foursomes.  Alastair’s team also won the
Swiss Teams at the Shropshire Congress.
Congratulations to Abbey Smith & Robert Procter on

joint 1st place in the Stratified Swiss Teams in the EBU Spring
Bank Holiday Congress.  The title went to another team on a
split-tie.

Somerset 

www.bridgewebs.com/somerset

CONGRATULATIONS to Taunton Bridge Club
which qualified for the final of the EBU Garden
Cities to be played in Solihull on 26 June. The team,
Alan & Jette Bailey, Colin Flood, Sheila Coda, David
Porter, Sally & Terry Stuttard, and Richard

Feetenby, qualified after being placed second in the semi-final
heat in Bristol.
In the County Individual Percentage Competition the

winners were David Auld with 64.39% followed by Pat
Ashford with 61.67% and Malcolm Scard with 58.18%. This
was the first time the competition had been held, but will no
doubt be added to the calendar for next year.
The Next Step weekend held at Kings School, Bruton, in

mid-April, was attended by more than 50 players, of varying
ability. The weekend was hosted by Tony Russ and Caroline
Macpherson and consisted of seminars and assisted duplicate
bridge, enjoyed by all.
The results of the Western League, in mid-May, Somerset

vs Avon were A lost 6-14, B lost 2-18, and C won 14-6.

Staffs and Shrops

www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

THE Bearn was won by Lawrence Haynes and
Keith Shuttleworth with Paul Cutler and Geoff
Davies second and Adrian Kenworthy and
Edward Levy third.

Unfortunately none of the pairs were able to go to the
Corwen where we were represented by David Beavon and
Roger Keane.
Players from all over the country came to a packed

Wolverhampton Bridge Club to commemorate the
contribution Roy Edwards had made to bridge. The winners
were Jenny and Lawrence Gaunt and David and Marilyn
Jones. Second was Margaret Wort, Darren Evetts, Jason
Hackett and Brian Senior. Norman Jones, Roger Freeman,
Elaine and Roger Turner won the Consolation.
Dan Crofts, Jason, Justin and Paul Hackett beat Roger

Keane, David Beavon, Paul Cutler and Geoff Davies in the
final of the Staffs cup and qualified for the Pachabo where
they finished third.

Suffolk 

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

HAVING won the County Club Teams-of-Eight,
Ipswich & Kesgrave represented Suffolk in the
Garden Cities. Anne Edwards, Philip Edwards,

Tony Shearman, Robert Green, Paul Whetton, Ralph Parish,
Chris Green and Chris Chambers represented their club and

county, coming fourth from nine and only 10 VPs short of
second place 
Joan and Keith Jaggard came second overall in the

Stansfield heat of the 2016 World Wide Bridge contest and
have qualified for the final in China. Best of luck to them (see
p29).
David Price was NPC of the England Open Team and the

recent European Teams Championship in Budapest (see p27).

Surrey
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey

WELL done to Jeffrey Allerton, Philip Wood,
Frances Hinden & Graham Osborne for winning
the Hampshire Green Point Swiss Teams. 
The committee are looking for volunteers to

assist with the running, development and promotion of
bridge in Surrey.  Time commitment would not be great.
Please click on the item on the front page of the Surrey
website and someone will get back to you.

Sussex

www.sccba.co.uk

VERY well done to England junior international
Stephen Kennedy and his partner Michael Alishaw
(London) who finished a very creditable 4th in the
finals of the National pairs. 
The Gladys Hakki trophy is awarded annually to

a Sussex member who has given outstanding service
to county and club over a number of years.  This year’s very
deserving winner is Hazel Beveridge who has been the
Secretary of West Sussex Bridge Club since April 2009 and has
been a stalwart of the SCCBA committee for many years.
Since the EBU won’t be holding a Junior Teach-In at

Loughborough this year, the SCCBA is hosting a Junior
Bridge Camp at Ardingly College over the weekend of 12-14
Aug. For those aged under 21, there’ll be ‘bridge
entertainment, tuition, coaching and play plus plenty of fun
and social activities’! Please check out the SCCBA’s website for
more details.

Warwickshire

www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

BOB Foster and Val Cooper are County Pairs
Champions for 2016 while the Mixed Pairs
Championship was won by Andrew Clifford and
Margaret Crangle.
Congratulations to the winners of the

Birmingham Pairs League 2016 Spring Series Glynn Preece
and Chris Potter, Div 1 Peter Heatherington and Julian
Wernick, Div 2 Dennis Heighway and Denis Gough and  Div
3, John Walter and Wirender Khorana.
Ma Browns (Steve Green, Graham Link, Nick Stevens,

Colin Dean, David Kendrew and Gareth Roberts) and West
Midlands A (Paul Hackett, Justin Hackett, Jason Hackett,
Brian Senior, Darren Evetts and Margaret Wort) won the
Coventry and Warwickshire Leagues A division.
Steve Green, Roger Bryant, Steve Wood and Mike Leese

were winners of the Goodman Cup, Warwickshire’s Pachabo
Cup qualifying competition.
Warwickshire, Birmingham and Coventry Pairs Leagues

restart in September after the Summer break.
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Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk

WILTSHIRE’S TrowBRIDGE A team (John
Treble, Roger Badham, Ron King, Mike Toft,
Diana King, Phil Green, Philip Howard and

Dave Latchem) won the SW regional heat of the Garden
Cities which is fantastic given that the club is only about 10
years old.
Various Wiltshire pairs more than held their own at

Stratford-upon-Avon and at the Corwen.
Alas, one Wiltshire team in a national competition arrived

at their host’s house to find the dining room double booked
for choir practice. The ensuing Requiem was entirely
appropriate.

Worcestershire

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire

SUMMER has been a quiet time for the County,
with all the main competitions having been
completed.  However, a party from the County
took off to the Scottish Bridge Union Overseas
Congress in Dubrovnik.  There they challenged a

Scottish contingent to a match for The Ashes (of two packs of
playing cards). Thankfully, the English emerged victorious on
this occasion (see p34).
There are two competitions starting in September which

will be of interest to members of nearby counties as well as
Worcestershire.  The first heat of the Grand Prix Teams will be
held on 5 Sep.  This competition has proved extremely
popular and we hope as many county members as possible, as
well as members of nearby counties, will form teams of four
to participate.  The other competition worthy of note is the
Rubber Bridge Knockout, a sociable and enjoyable event
played in contestants’ homes.  Details of how to enter these
events are on the County website. 

Yorkshire 

www.ycba.co.uk/

CONGRATULATIONS to the following on their
recent achievements:   Stuart Davies & George Bak
were second in the EBU’s National Pairs. Julie &
Ian Grant were third in the Swiss Pairs at the EBU
Spring Bank Holiday Congress. At the EBU’s

Jersey Festival, Heather Hobson, Roy Garthwaite and Janet &
Ted Latham were second in the Swiss Teams.
Sheffield, represented by Frank Littlewood, David Musson,

Richard Pike, Peter Waterman, Tom Gisborne, Sandy Davies,
David Banks & Dave Robinson, finished third in the regional
heat of the EBU’s Garden City Trophy.
The President’s Cup competition for northern and

midlands counties was hosted by the YCBA this year at
Bradford.   Yorkshire’s team was Sandy Davies, Tom Gisborne,
David Robinson, Richard Pike, Nick Woolven, Phil Morrison,
Sarah Teshome & Daniel Winter.

Diary dates: 8-11 Aug, EBU Northern Midweek Congress
(Wakefield); 4 Sep, Huddersfield Rose Bowl; 18 Sep, Kath
Grimoldby Simultaneous Pairs (clubs); 18 Sep, Garforth
Swiss Teams (Collingham); 1-2 Oct, EBU/YCBA Great
Northern Swiss Pairs (Leeds).

October 7th is the closing date
for the submission of county 
reports for the next issue of 

English Bridge.
Please e-mail: lou@ebu.co.uk

YVONNE ANDREWS

Yvonne Andrews, who has died, was a Life
Member of Warwickshire CBA, and devoted over
thirty years to bridge administration and
development in the county. Yvonne was a
member of the Warwickshire Council until 1970,
when she joined the Executive Committee, and
then went on to hold a number of offices
including Minutes Secretary, Chairman,
Shareholder, Midland Counties Congress
Committee Member/Chairman and, until her
retirement from bridge administration in 2000,
General Secretary.
Yvonne was awarded the English Bridge

Union’s Dimmie Fleming Award for services to
bridge at County level, and Life Membership of
Warwickshire CBA and the Midland Counties
Congress in recognition of her dedication and
commitment.
Although Yvonne had not enjoyed the best of

health recently, she still managed to play some
bridge, and maintain a keen interest in the affairs
of the county. Yvonne will be sorely missed by all
who knew her.                                                            
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Congratulations to
the newly promoted
Premier Grand Masters:
Mr W P Crook, Notts

Mr C P Dixon, Avon

Dr H T Gisborne, Yorks

Mr G Liggins, London

Dr R Lawy, Avon

Congratulations to
the newly promoted 
Grand Masters:
Mr S C Anoyrkatis, Devon

Mr M Fithyan, Hants & IOW

Mr R F Heath, Dorset

Mr M Kane, North East

Mr P D Roberts, Mersey-
side/Cheshire

Mr A M Sanis, Glos

Landmark PromotionsLandmark Promotions
March 2016 March 2016 –– June 2016June 2016

Mr Tony Scrace
Miss J Stott

Herefordshire
Regional Master
Mr R Carter

Master
Mr D Chapple
Ms J Mabe
Mrs S Thomas

Hertfordshire
Regional Master
Mr T G Hails

Master
Mr S Bloomfield
Ian Buckley
Mrs Olive Dowsett
Mr M Fitch
Mrs H Fricker
Kulsem Makan
Mrs S E Neville
Mr Keith Seaman
Ms Sally Smith
Ms Jacqueline Snook
Mr Kenneth Stone
Mr AJ Woof

Isle of Man
Regional Master
Ms E J Kelly
Mrs P Townsend

Kent
Life Master
Mr N Irens

Regional Master
Mr N J H Grant
Mr C R Shaw

Master
Mrs M Baker
Mrs Jayne Betts
Mr D Eves
Mrs P L Garofalo
Mr Michael Graves
Dr Frank Green
Mr Mark Grimoldby
Mr C J Hiorns
Mr Brian Hogg
Mrs J Judd
Mrs Anne Nicholas
Mrs Vanessa Nicholls
Mr D Spink
Mrs Shirley Steel
Mr John Stobo

Lancashire
Regional Master
Mrs Y A Dickinson

Master
Mr P Beswick
Mrs J Dean
Mr Derek Ellison
Dr N Ghosh
Mr R Horton

Master
Mr Barry Cooper
Ms Ann Cripps
Mrs B Dickinson
Mr Gamini Goonesekera
Mrs N Haenel
Mr Paul Hide
Mrs E J Keatley
Ms Rosemary Norrish
Mr David Purdy
Mr M P Read

Direct
Regional Master
Mr K Castner

Master
Mr Dave Bryan
Mr G Wallace

Dorset
Grand Master
Mr R F Heath

Regional Master
Mr J Holland

Master
Mrs Rosemary Hodder
Mr R D Williamson

Essex
Life Master
Mr E R Cockle
Mr A J Verran

Regional Master
Mr S Dunstan

Master
Mrs P Bromfield
Mrs C Chesher
Mrs P Kitchin
Mr Frank Lockhart
Mr John McCoy
Mr Keith Mitchell
Mr Ted Munt
Mr Richard Postle

Gloucestershire
Grand Master
Mr A M Sanis

Life Master
Mr M J Lewis
Mr S E Powell

Master
Mr K Patterson
Mr NP Reed
Mrs M J Sherratt
Mrs J M Statham
Hants and I.O.W.
Grand Master
Mr M Fithyan

Master
Andrew Bingley
Mrs Maggie Flood
Mr David Richardson
Mr Trevor Robinson

Mr R D Killick
Mr Adrian King
Mr David Moore
Dr Cliff Nicholls
Mrs D Pickering

Joanna Rockall

Cambs & Hunts
Regional Master
Dr M J Johnson
Mr H Lockwood

Master
Dave Barnes
Mr M Brown

Channel Islands
Life Master
Mrs G Pitcher
Mr P Pitcher

Master
Miss J F Evemy
Ms S A Robilliard

Cornwall
Regional Master
Mr PG Lawrence

Master
Mrs Christine Theobald
Mrs Nicky Luckett
Mrs Chris May
Mr J D W Sewell

Cumbria
Regional Master
Mrs C Edwards

Master
Mr J C Blackwell
Mr Roger Brunskill
Mrs Merle Smith
Mrs RM Stalker

Derbyshire
Life Master
Mr D Briggs

Master
Mr John Blackburn
Mrs J Burgess
Mrs Elaine Coldicott
Mrs M Davidson
R Innes
Mr Dave Ridley
Mr Simon Sellars
Mr G Wells
Mr D Wheatley

Devon
Grand Master
Mr S C Anoyrkatis

Life Master
Mr G Hoare
Regional Master
Mr J Boxall
Mr TF Cook
Mrs D L Twinberrow
Mr R Watkins

Avon
Premier Grand Master
Mr C P Dixon
Dr R Lawy

Life Master
Mr J G Brandon-Joyce

Regional Master
Mrs D F Ogilvie
Mr E K Page
Mr Peter Shelley

Master
Mr James Coles
Mr Richard Gribble
Mr K Griffin
Mr Tony Lewis
Mr Ken Littlewood
Mr Brian Nichols
Mrs Yvonne Townsend
Mr Tony Zaffiro

Bedfordshire
Life Master
Mrs J Marsh

Regional Master
Dr V Kumar

Berks & Bucks
Regional Master
Mr S J Jeffery
Mr Mike Nunn

Master
Linda Beadle
Mr Tony Butcher
Mr John Chandler
Mr N Cooper
Mr R Findlow
Mrs L Gallagher
Linda Imray
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Mr Chris Pickup
Janet Spencer
Mr Harry Thomas
Mrs L Wharfe

Leicestershire
Regional Master
Mr R Rees
Mrs V Rees

Master
Mr D Benton
Mrs Tracey Bridges-Webb
Mrs Trish Gallop
Mrs J Highfield
Mr John Nolan
Mr Stuart Rees
Mr P Wells

Lincolnshire
Master
Mr AD Milner

London
Premier Grand Master
Mr G Liggins

Grand Master
Mr M Bell

Regional Master
Mrs B Battiscombe
Mr N Igoe
Mr Edward Jones
Mr A A Ring

Master
Mrs R Bello
Mr R Cooper
Mr Michael Friis
Mr J B Grant
Mr Harvey Laurance
Mrs Y Runeland
Mr M Slattery
Mrs Y Slattery

Manchester
Regional Master
Mr R Hopton

Master
Mrs Annie Curtis
Mr M Davies
Mr D Farmer
Mr M W Green
Mr A J Jackson

Merseyside/Cheshire
Grand Master
Mr P D Roberts

Life Master
Mrs E L G Orme

Master
Mr Miles Arnot
Mr Bernard Coffey
Mr C Coles
Mrs L M Crawford
Mr Mike Haworth
Mr Peter Hulmes
Mrs A C Lowe
Mrs S M Prince
Mr D Shepperd
Dr Mark Thompson

Middlesex
Life Master
Mr D A Sherman

Regional Master
Mr Anojan Pothalingam

Master
Mrs S C Durkin
Mrs A Finch
Mrs Prafulla Mehta
Mr S Rai
Mr L Rosenthal
Ms Niru Shah

Norfolk
Life Master
Mr G Ip

Regional Master
Mr E J Brister
Mrs T Foster
Mr Martin Oates

Master
Mr Jeff Smith

North East
Grand Master
Mr M Kane

Life Master
Mr D M Turner

Regional Master
Mrs D Barham-Hall
Mr B A Pacey
Mr K J Spragg
Mr D Thompson
Mrs Margaret Thompson

Master
Mrs M Carswell
Mr R R Gibbon
Mrs P Hall
Tony McCabe
Olwen Parry
Mrs. Diane Rutherford
Mrs Rita Tuton

Northamptonshire
Life Master
Mr S E Few

Regional Master
Mr A Bisson

Master
Mr Roger Bailey
Mr A Davidson
Mr Roger Pringle
Dr C Winfrey

Nottinghamshire
Premier Grand Master
Mr W P Crook

Master
Ms Kathryn Grochowska
Mrs Sue McIntosh
Mr M J Parkes
Mrs V A Savidge
Pravin Tailor
Mr Dave Treharne
Mrs J Wilkinson

Oxfordshire
Regional Master
Mr H Arnes
Ms Ruth Kim

Master
Mrs D Brown
Mr I Coy
Mr Jeremy Hilton

Mr Stephen Quinn
Mr I G Seward

Somerset
Master
Mrs O Belding
Mrs S V Butterton
Mr JA Curry
Mr John Platten
Mrs Susan Whytock

Staffs & Shropshire
Life Master
Mr E Levy
Mr JB Seymour

Master
Mrs Margaret Latham
Mr. David Richards
Dr Dominic Wilson

Suffolk
Regional Master
Mr A J Aldous
Mr K Belsey
Mr N Farr
Mr D Willson

Master
Mr Bill Bethell
Mr David Green
Mrs Sally Ledger
Mr P T Martin
Mrs Viv Mason
Mr Derek Phillips
Mrs C Rickard
Mrs Karen Scott
Mrs Bridget Smith
Mr P Stagg

Surrey
Regional Master
Mr A J Mann
Mr Michael Tinsley

Master
Mr DIG Duff
Mr Roger Dyer
Mrs Susan Gabriel
Isabel Good
Mr Robert Griffiths
Mr N M Higgins
Mrs Renate Konn
Mrs Diana Lamb
Mr J Lee
Mrs J Pattison
Mrs Kirsty Platts
Mr Roger Pratt
Mark Scott
Sue E Shaw
Pat Stubbs
Arnold Tunbridge
Mrs A R Vase
Mrs M E Webster
Mr Paul Westhenry
Bob Whitmarsh
Mrs Liz Whittaker
Mrs Kay Wilson

Sussex
Master
Mrs Elizabeth Bornecrantz
Mr R J Crabtree
Mr Tim Finch
Mr Christopher Hook

Miss June Howell
Mr Peter Nursten
Mr Gary Young

Warwickshire
Life Master
Mrs P Knight
Mr T Parkes
Mr M D Sallis
Mr P Styles
Mrs S D Wand

Regional Master
Mr D L Connolly
Mrs S W Hudson
Mr M Watkinson

Master
Mr Graham Ashforth
Mrs A Carrington
Mrs Wendy Crees
Mrs P Dawson
Mr Neil Ford
Mrs Susan Ford
Miss Barbara Munns
Mrs W Pattinson
Mrs Barbara Tilford
Mr Jon Venvil

Wiltshire
Regional Master
Mr P Cooper
Mr A J Snell

Master
Mr Stuart Bridge
Frances Brown
Mr James Green
Mrs Anne Hall
Mrs Rina McGarel-Groves
Mr Graham Moxley
Mrs Hazel Moxley
Mr Andy Tilling
Mr John Wray
Mr Paul Wright

Worcester
Master
Mr M Allin
Mr Anthony Ball
Ms L J Fellows

Yorkshire
Premier Grand Master
Dr H T Gisborne

Regional Master
Mr R P Eaton
Mrs J E Graham
Mrs C M Powne

Master
Mrs P H Andersen
Mr S P Ballans
Miss Emma Bentley
Mr H Brown
Mrs Wendy Brown
Mr M Dyer
Mrs G Elliot
Mrs M Hallam
Mrs R Makings
Mr L C Noble
Mr K G Saxby
Mr Mike Sutcliffe
Mrs W R Tydeman
Dr A K Walton
Mr G Ward r
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W N E S           
1t 1™         

?

Double. It is usual to play a 1´
response after an opponent
overcalls 1™ as showing five

spades. With four spades, you make a negative
double, which is the best action on the hand.
Although you do have a heart stopper, you should
show your shape first and, if appropriate, the
stopper later.

W N E S           
1™ Pass 2™         

?

3t. With a decent six-card suit
and opening values (just), you do
not need to worry about coming

in at the three level. If it is a partscore deal, you
would like to push the opponents up a level. If the
opponents are bidding game, you are happy to have
a diamond lead. Even a sacrifice (in 5t over 4™) is
possible facing the right cards.

W N E S           
1´ Pass

?

2™. Holding nine HCP, a fair
five-card suit and some usefully

placed tens, the hand is a bit good for a simple raise
to 2´. If partner rebids 2NT or three of a minor, you
can show the spade support on the next round. You
will pass a simple 2´ rebid, knowing in that case
that partner has a minimum opening.

Hand 1
´ K J 10 6
™ K 8 7 5
t 9 8 6
® Q J

W N E S
1´ Pass 2® Pass
3´ Pass 3NT Pass
?

4´. When you chose to rebid 3´
with only 13 HCP, you did so

because of the playing strength of the powerful
seven-card suit. You should see this through by
converting 3NT to 4´. Remember, you might well
have had only six spades for your 3´ rebid. 

W N E S

Pass Pass 1´ 2t         
?

Double. Ten HCP is too many for
a raise to 2´. Even facing a first-
in-hand opening it would be a

stretch to bid 2NT with the sterile 4333 shape and
modest intermediates. You certainly do not want to
be doing that facing a third-in-hand opener. If
partner bids hearts, you can give preference back to
spades at the same level.      

W N E S
Pass Pass Pass 1NT
Pass Pass 2®* Pass
?
* Landy, showing both majors

2´. If partner had not previously
passed, it might be a close decision whether to look
for game. Facing a partner who could not open, you
know this is a partscore deal and do not want to
punish partner for competing. Just give preference
to spades. r

Answers to Questions on Page 39
by Julian Pottage

Club Bidding QuizClub Bidding Quiz

click

link

Please recycle 
this magazine when

you finish it

Hand 2
´ 7 3
™ A 5
t K Q 9 8 5 3
® Q 7 6

Hand 3
´ 6 4 3
™ K J 10 4 3
t 8 7
® K Q 10

Hand 4
´ A K J 9 8 6 5
™ A 6 4
t J 10 
® 9

Hand 5
´ Q 9 2
™ K J 3
t J 7 4 3 
® K 8 3

Hand 6
´ A 9 5
™ 10 4
t K J 6 4
® Q J 6 3
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BRIDGE Club Live, the only online bridge
provider based in the UK, holds a reunion
every year, and every third year it is held

overseas. In April, around 50 members converged at
Hotel Asteria, just along the coast from Dubrovnik,
Croatia. While most came from England, other
friends came from Germany, Austria, Israel,
Norway, India and USA, all united by membership
of an online bridge club.
Many of us took the 30 minute boat ride into the

harbour of Dubrovnik, a spectacular entrance to the
walled city, surrounded by cliffs and mountains.
This was one of the more interesting deals at the

bridge tables.

West North East South
1´ 2t

Dble Pass 2™ Pass
Pass 4t Pass Pass
4™ 5t Pass Pass
Dble All Pass

The auction was not a thing of beauty. West
settled for an initial double and then failed to raise
hearts. Meanwhile, North was walking the dog and
passed over the double, and if she had passed 2™

out she would have received a huge score as E/W

must surely have missed a game contract.
West led ´A and immediately realised his mistake

and the need to take 5t two off to compensate for
the +420 available in 4™, so he next led a low heart.
East found herself winning ™9 at trick two and
wondering why partner had risked underleading
™A to give her the lead when declarer might have
had only one heart. As unlikely as West was to have
a 1417 shape, meaning declarer had a 5152 shape, it
had to be the only explanation. ®A and a spade ruff
and a top score for EW!          r

Bridge Club LiveBridge Club Live

Timber Trophy final                    by Barrie Partridge

N/S Game. Dealer East. MP Pairs
´ 7 6
™ 10 5 3 
t K Q 10 8 5 4 2
® 6

´ A ´ 10 9 4 3 2
™ A 6 4 2 ™ K Q J 9 7
t J t –
® J 10 9 8 7 4 3 ® A Q 3

´ K Q J 8 5
™ 8
t A 9 7 6 3
® K 5

N
W      E

S

Bridge Club Live is the only online
bridge provider based in the UK.

Do come and join us at
www.bridgeclublive.com

Fast, fun and friendly bridge in a
format that suits you.

Drop-in Drop-out Match Point
Pairs and social games.

Individual, Improvers and IMP Pairs
Tournaments, and Teams events.

Full bidding and play records of
every deal played.

System cards for new and 
regular partnerships.

Discussion forums and 
members’ reunions.

EBU Master Points.
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Derbyshire

www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire

WINNERS of the EMBA Plate & Midlands Flitch
were Dick and Lucy Pethan of our neighbouring
County (Leics). Paul Madden and John Squibb
finished a very creditable 10th in the Corwen.

Devon 

www.devonbridge.co.uk

DEVON Congress Swiss Pairs winners from 128
pairs were Warner Solomon with Taf Anthias
(Wilts); Devon Swiss Teams winners from 54
teams were Stefan Lindfors, Jim Grant and Alex

Maddocks with Miles Cowling (Hants).

Dorset 

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

HAMPSHIRE Championship Pairs: 2nd
Michael Yeo & Guy Lawrenson.
Yarmouth, IOW Swiss Teams: 2nd Hugh

Kevill-Davies, Michael Yeo & team.
Garden Cities Regional Final: The Allendale team

representing Dorset narrowly failed to qualify for the national
finals on count back. The team comprised Michael Yeo, Matt
Phillips, Alan Wilson, Janet Smith, Christine Bradley, Phil
Norman, Krzysztof Ginda & Mark Hooper. 
Udall Trophy (see photo below): 1st Janet Smith, Matt

Phillips, Anne Allerston & Alan Wilson, 2nd James & Shirley
Dutton, Rod Marks & Geoff Fogg, 3rd Roy Riley, Steph
Donner, Robin Wright & Mark Hooper.
Dorset KO Won by Kelly Courtney, Janet Smith, Phil

Norman & Mark Hooper defeating Keith Bartlett’s team in
the final.

Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk

THE County League season has now
concluded. League 1 was won by Graham
Hartley’s team, League 2 by the David Birt
team and League 3 by the George Whyte
team.
Graham Hartley also won the County

Knock Out, beating Phil Green in the final. The Plate
competition was won by the team led by Mike Letts.
The Avon County Pairs was won by Mike Letts & Andrew

Urbanski with Eric Page & Colin Oakley second and Phil
Seymour & Jane Barrett in third place.
The Avon Mixed Pairs was won by Nora Mallett & Clive

Pengelly.
The County AGM was held on 22 May and the

Handicapped Pairs held after the event was won by Robert
Gregory & Margaret Young.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

AT the very popular and successful Charity Pairs
event held at Wilstead on 10 April, organised by
Janet Marsh and helpers, winners from 16½
competing tables were David Harris & Alan
Oddie. With additional donations, the event

raised a staggering £2,000 exactly for the MS Therapy Centre
in Bedford. Winners of the BBA Champions’ Trophy on 26
May were Janis Maurins & David Woulds.  At the BBA AGM
on 5 May the existing committee members were re-elected
and the meeting was followed by the EBU Sim Pairs.

Channel Islands

www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

JERSEY’S Highfield Winter Cup was won by Mike
Newman & Paul Reed. The Spring Slams Ladder
was won by Chris Hill & Jane Knight. The Men’s
Pairs was won by Richard Christensen & Rob

Ingram with Howard Basden-Smith & Chris Hill second. The
Ladies’ Pairs was won by Brenda Mansfield & Annette Farley
with Jacquie Rumball & Biddy Waters second. The Victoria
Open Pairs was won by Chris Hill & Jane Knight with Chris
Davey & Margaret Treacy second.

Cornwall

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall

THE county knockout was won by Chris &
Sandra Bickerdike, Richard Draycott & Jean Law,
retaining the title they won last year. The Ladies’
Pairs was won by Jan Keast & Janet Heath with

Val Manicom & Pat Meade second. The Men’s Pairs was won
by Rob Mabley & Alan Biggs with Geoff Warren & Joe Bryant
second.

COUNTY NEWS COUNTY NEWS –– LOCAL RESULTSLOCAL RESULTS

Udall Trophy winners: Janet Smith, Matt Phillips,
Alan Wilson, Anne Allerston
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Essex

www.essexbridge.co.uk

MIXED Teams of Four: 1st, Margaret Curtis, David
Sherman, Peter Franklin, Frank Morrison. 2nd,
Audrey Hartley, Alison Spencer, Paul Spencer, Marc
Chawner.

Leagues: West Division,  Waltham Forresters (Tony
Verran, Stuart Dunstan, Andy Barker, Phil Mattacks); SE Div
1:  Barleylands ( Peter Oake, Robert Elliott, David Clark, Alan
Green); Div 2: Crowstone (Alan Cohen, Allan Greenstein,
Yvonne Dias, Richard Register); Div 3 Weekenders (Coral
Fallon, Linda Fleet, Jon Ward, Alan Aylott).

2015 Premier League, Winners: Barleylands (Peter Oake,
Robert Elliott, David Clark,  Alan Green), runners up
Loughton Collier (Peter Scotting, Phil Collier, Sandy Riach,
Mike Watson, Jacek Lapszys).

Knockout Competitions, Teams of Four: Graham Foster,
Steve Cade-Bower, Simon Moorman, Marc Chawner.  Plate:
Alaric Cundy, Nigel Bardsley, Tony Philpott, Chris Megahey,
Margaret Curtis. Switch Cup: Martin Smith, Sandy Smith,
Tony Philpott, Ted Cockle.

Eve Goblets: Ladies, 1st Margaret Curtis, 2nd Sandy
Smith; Mens, 1st Robert Elliott, 2nd Peter Oake.  Collier Row
Open Teams: 1st, Simon Moorman, Marc Chawner, Fran
Alexander, Ray Clarke.

Gloucestershire

www.gcba.org.uk

THE main season’s events have all completed.
The premier teams event, the Knockout, was
won by Joe Angseesing and Richard
Chamberlain, Richard Butland and Paul

Denning. The County Pairs was won by Ian and Val
Constable. The Open Teams was won by Joe and Wendy
Angseesing, Christian Fleming, Mike Wignall, Roger Jackson
and Richard Chamberlain. In the county league, division I
was won by Patrick Shields, Keith Stanley, Alan Wearmouth,
Tony Hill & David Jones, while division II was won by Leslie
Harrison, Paul Lilley, David Simons and Ashok Kwatra.

Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

POTTAGE final (GP pairs): Jeremy Dhondy &
Andy Hughes. Cahalan Cup [GP k/o teams of 4]:
Jeremy Baker & Fred Hotchen, Jeremy Dhondy &
Andy Hughes. Teams of 4 League: Div 1, Sonia

Zakrzewski & Gareth Birdsall, Adam Dunn & Graham Allen.
Div 2, Clare Fearon & Ian Fearon, Tony Page & John Folkes.
Philip Graham BP Swiss Teams (IOW): 1st Jeremy Dhondy &
Andy Hughes, Steve Preston & Jeremy Baker. Petersfield BP
Swiss Pairs: 1st Tim Smith & Dave Willis.

Diary dates: 18 Sep, Candover Teams. 16 Oct, Mixed Pairs.
Both at Romsey. Entries via HIOW website or Steve Preston
on 02380 702934

Hertfordshire

www.hertsbridge.co.uk

THE Humble cup was won by the Robinson
team (Arni Anidjar-Romain, June Ball, Tim
Nash, Helen Robinson, Robert Teesdale, Mark
Westley). They beat the Davies team (Jackie
Davies, Naomi Gibbs, Simon Mostyn, Jonathan

Osgood) in the final.
Winners of the Victor Ludorum awards for the 2015-16

season are: Open category, Celia & Derek Oram (joint
winners). Intermediate category: Kate Howland. Cadets
category: Hazel Fricker & Geoffrey Nokes (joint winners).

Congratulations to Celia and Derek Oram for winning the
Championship Pairs final. Roy Young and Alan Deeley were
second. Jill Mumford and Mike Robson won the Senior pairs
trophy for the second year. Roy Young and Hazel Miles were
second.

Winners of the AGM Swiss Pairs were Kevin Clark and
Paul Kemp who also won the Club winners cup this year.

Congratulations to the Leverstock Green A squad Alan
Woof, Oliver Tiemann, Simon Cook & Bob Howard who won
the Cadet teams competition.

Kent

www.kcba.org.uk

THE Arnold Cup (County Teams of Four
Knock-out Championship) was won by Gerald
Soper, Terry Goldsmith, Colin Wilson, Diana
Avis, Frances Connell and Steve Barnfield.

Kent League winners: North West Kent Div  1
(Gill Cup), Team Inniss; North West Kent Div 2, Team Walsh;
South West Kent (Pearson Cup), Team Caplan; East Kent
(Dover Cup), Team Crack; Mid Kent (Aveling Trophy), Team
Crouch.

South Eastern Bridge League, Team Ashcroft; Rotter Cup,
Team Conway.

The last date for the series of EBU Directors Courses (held
at TWBC) is 10 Sep.

Diary dates: 2 Oct, Dyer Smith Cup (Kent Mixed Pairs
Championship), Tunbridge Wells, 11am.  29-30 Oct, 56th
Kent Congress, Tunbridge Wells (Blue pointed). 

Lancashire 

www.bridgewebs.com/lancs

HECTOR Barker Pivot Teams: 1st Andrew and
Veronica Petrie, Nick Sutcliffe and Mike
Tomlinson.

Madeline Berney Swiss Pairs: 1st Paddy
Murphy and Mark Weeks.

Blackburn Swiss Pairs: 1st John Holland and Brian Senior.
Bolton Bank Holiday Swiss Teams: 1st Paddy Murphy and

Mark Weeks, David Flacks and Laurence Stone. 
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Leicestershire 

www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

INTER-CLUB Teams of Eight League
Divisional Winners: Div 1 – Clarendon ; Div 2
-  Grantham ‘A’ ; Div 3 – Westcotes ‘B’; Div 4 –
Blaby ‘B’.

Gimson Trophy (Pair’s Championship) won by Colin
Dean & Nick Stevens.

Joseph’s Bowl (Championship Teams of Four) won by Jim
Mason, Paul Bowyer, Duncan Happer, Kerri Happer, Ben
Norton & Dick Pathan.

Butterworth Langley Trophy (Josephs Bowl Plate) won by
Simon Stokes, Yasser Haider, Tim Glover, Peter Neville &
Susan Bowyer.

Stanley Trophy (Butler Pairs Championship) won by Ian
Bruce & Mick Mahoney.

Leicestershire Cup (KO Teams of Four – Aggregate) won
by Susan & Paul Bowyer, Duncan & Kerri Happer, Jim Mason
& Simon Stokes.

Leicestershire Cup Plate (KO Teams of Four – Aggregate)
won by Peter Halford, Mick Mahoney, John Milne, Peter
Nuttall & Richard Smith.

Bucky Cup (Men’s Pairs) won by Tim Glover & Peter
Neville.

Olga Cup (Ladies’ Pairs) won by Judy Hulland & Rebecca
Ronan.

Joyce Cup (Mixed Pivot Teams) won by Linda Stone, Andy
Mackriell, Ian Walkerdine & John Young.

The Leicestershire Pairs League Divisional Winners were,
Div 1 – Brian & Sheila Stockdale; Div 2 – Keith Preston & Ken
Vernon; Div 3 - Paul Loveday & Richard Tyler. 

London 

www.metrobridge.co.uk

APRIL was a busy month for LMBA events. The
Garden Cities heat had a record entry of nine
teams and was won by the Young Chelsea team
captained by Chris Duckworth, with BTONs Club

second and Woodberry third.
The Championship Pairs was won convincingly by Nick

Sandqvist & Shahzaad Natt, with Chris Duckworth & Brian
Callaghan second and Kostas Kousis & Albert Totah third.

The London Trophy Pairs was won by Peter Brook & Roy
Westwater, with Bill Linton & Tim Pelling second and Kath
Stynes & Sandie Grant third.

The winners of the Tonsleys Café Bridge were Mike Skelly
& Margaret Hamilton, both previous winners, Equal second
were David Taylor & David Flute, Ian Jewesbury & Bobbie
Darbyshire.

The Fox Shammon Seniors Pairs finished with two pairs
in equal first place, but on a split tie the title was taken by
Victor Silverstone & Gerald Haase ahead of Chris Duckworth
& Brian Callaghan. Third were Sati McKenzie & Bill Linton.

The London Teams of Four play-off for the Ian Gardiner
Trophy was won by the team of Brian Callaghan, Chris
Duckworth, Ian Payn & Frank To.

Manchester

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

THE Northern Counties Improvers Pairs was
held for the second time this year. Qualifying
heats were held in clubs followed by a final at
four regional centres.  Margaret Harris and Pat

Turner from Altrincham Bridge Club were the winners of
both the North West event held at Manchester Bridge Club in
mid-May, and overall with a fine score of nearly 69%.

The Goldstone Trophy (Manchester’s qualifier for the
Pachabo) has been won for the fifth year running by Team
Byrne, (Michael Byrne, Michael Newman, Alan Mould, John
Holland, plus Rodney Lighton and Gary Hyett in earlier
rounds).  They beat Jeff Morris, John Hassett, Ollie Burgess,
and Rob Myers in a closely fought final on 23 May. 

The finals of the Higson Cup and Plate competitions took
place at Manchester  Bridge Club on Sunday 10 April. The
Higson Final was won by Bare Bones (Adrian Kenworthy, Rob
Myers, Edward Levy and Mike Goldsmith).  The Higson Plate
was won by Splinter Group (George Leigh, John Moran, Andy
Green & Janet Tolan).

Congratulations to John Holland and Brian Senior who
won the Blackburn Open Swiss Pairs on 8 May.

John Armstrong Memorial Pairs: Alan Mould and
Michael Byrne came second in this event held on 22 May.

Corwen Trophy: Gillian McMullan and Neil Thomas
came 31st out of 98 pairs held 4-5 June.

Yorkshire Congress: Michael Byrne was a member of the
winning team in the Swiss teams at the Yorkshire Congress
held from 3-5 June.

We are sorry to inform members of the death of Joan
Missira.

Merseyside/Cheshire

www.mcba.org.uk

IN the Merseyside League Division 1 was
won by Sutton (their 6th consecutive title),
Division 2 was won by Pentagon and
Division 3 by Wirralpool. The pairs event

was won by Mark Weeks and Bob Pitts. Dave Shaw and
Bernard Krasner were second with Beth and Barry Wennell
third.

Norfolk

www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/

FEBRUARY saw the Barbara Dick-Cleland and
Buxton Trophies for less experienced players,
won by Jill Cadley & Marion Lawrence and
Andrew Ferenczy & Mark Coulson respectively.

In March we had the Hudson Cup, won by
Robbie Roberson & Wendy Gee.  After recovering from the
Congress, the last event for 2015-16 was the North Walsham
Trophy won by Andrew Brown, Richard Thornley, Chris
Mallon & Peter Cotes. 

The 2016-17 calendar brought a new set of events with
eight more local clubs hosting county events.  We began with
the Wymondham Trophy for less experienced players, won by
David Gill & Kevin Norman.  
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The ABC Open Pairs produced joint winners Deborah
Rabbidge & John Copson and Roger Amey & Suzanne Gill.
This was followed by the Lowestoft Trophy won by Paul
Whittley and David Thompson. Lastly, the
Dereham/Swaffham Trophy hosted by Taverham Club was
won by Mike and Barbara Harnden.

Looking forward to August there are club hosted events at
The Alpha Club in Yarmouth, the Norfolk & Norwich and the
Noverre, who hold the last ‘hosted’ event of the season.
Sunday events restart in September. We look forward to
seeing you there!

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/

We were sad to learn of the death of Michael
Keough on 17th June. He served on the NCBA
Committee for a number of years and was Vice
Chairman for a year.

North East 

www.neba.co.uk

AS the end of the season approaches, many
competitions have been finalised. Here is a brief
mention of each result:

Club Champion Pairs: Clive Owen and David
Turner (Hurworth), 2nd, Reg Hornsey and Tony Watson
(Wearside).

Club Champion Teams: Chris Owen, Clive Owen, Damian
Hassan and Dave Broadhead (Hurworth), 2nd, Frank
Springett, Mike Stanbury, Brenda Osborne and Colin
Hepworth (Newcastle) just edging out Aileen Cunningham,
Chris Stenning, Jim Hodgson and John Kingcome (Morpeth)
on a split tie.

InterClub Champions: Brunton ‘A’, Runners-Up,
Hurworth ‘A’.

Kempson Cup: Team Ray, Runners-Up,Team Cox.
John Clarke Salver: Hurworth BC, Runners-Up, Brunton

BC. 
Congratulations go to all successful players. 

Nottinghamshire

www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

WILLIE Crook’s team won the county teams of
four to represent Notts in the Pachabo.

In the Winter Pairs Willie Crook was overall
champion, Gordon Fullerton & David Burgess
won the Farr Cup for similar pairs and Shirley

Ashtari & Ian Dovey won the Black Cup for mixed pairs.
The Priday Cup, a new event aimed at club players was

won by Stephen Southall & Brian Newell.
Nottingham Gambit won the teams of eight league and

Parsons Pack  the teams of four league.

Oxfordshire 

www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Alan Wilson & Nick
Smith on winning the OBA County Pairs Final.
Gillian Lonsdale & Clive Keep were in 2nd place.

Liza Furnival & Nigel Birks won the Mixed
Pairs with Debbie Roberts & Geoff Nicholas in

2nd place.

Mike Robinson, Robert Procter, Alan Wilson & Nick
Smith won the President’s Cup.

Menagerie A won the Wessex League Division 1;
Wallingford B, Division 2; Abingdon B, Division 3; Witney,
Division 4; Central Yarnton, Division 5.

Winners of the Swiss Pairs Round 1 (May-July) were Alan
Wilson & John Slater; Swiss Pairs Round 2 (Aug-Nov) were
Rob Dixon & James Anderson; Pairs Ladder, Diana Nettleton;
Teams Ladder, Mary-Ann Sheehy & Christopher Whitehouse.

The Sadler Seniors’ Salver was won by Clive Keep & Mike
Webley.

Nick Smith won the Premiership ladder and Alan Wilson
was the runner up.

Kathy & Denis Talbot & Dinah & Andrew Lintott won the
Beck Cup.

David Jones & Mike Northwood and Marilyn Jones &
Frank Deakin were winners at the Henley Café Bridge.

Staffs and Shrops

www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

THE Mixed/Flitch County Championship Pairs,
played on 9 June at Wolverhampton, was won by
Roger & Elaine Turner with Mike Cornes &
Annette Lucas second and Helen & Peter Lees

third.
It is hoped that more teams will come forward to enter the

County League in the 2016-17 season in order to introduce a
new division and thus cater for a wider ability range.  Contact
Judy Mitchell, via www.staffsandshrops.org.uk, if you would
like to enter a team in the league or Staffs Cup.

The SSCBA sim pairs are to be played at clubs on 5
August.  If your club plays on Mondays and would like to take
part contact John Withers if you have not already done so. If
your club does not play on Mondays most of the participating
clubs welcome visitors, provided they have room, again check
for details on www.staffsandshrops.org.uk.

The SSCBA AGM is to be held at 2pm on 4 Sep at
Wolverhampton Bridge Club, WV10 9LE.  The meeting will
be followed by the Phoenix Trophy Competition.

Suffolk 

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

SUFFOLK Pairs Final: 1st, Peter Sutcliffe & Rick
Hanley, 2nd, Tony Aldous & George Moody, and
third Sue Flin & Graham Johnston. 

AGM Pairs: 1st, Richard Evans & Paul Flavell, 2nd, Rick
Waters & Fleur Waters, 3rd, Malcolm Carey & Barbara Carey.

Bridge With Lunch: 1st, Jim Sawyer & Jan Wynne, 2nd, Jill
& Roger Tattersfield, 3rd David Price & Sarah Farr.

Surrey
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey

WINNERS of the Lady Rose Cup were Ian
Swanson, Ken Ford, Charles Chisnall and John
Short. The Lady Rose Plate was won by Richard
Granville, Philip Chan, George Solarski & Nigel

Barnes.
The Mary Edwards cup for club champions was retained

by Kenley albeit with a different pair - Roger Hitt and Brian
Adlam.  

League winners were: Division 2, Graham Osborne,
Michael Tinsley, Jane Handley & Alan Setchell; Division 3,
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Kevin & Deanne Goddard, Richard Burgess & Philip Duncan;
Division 4, Lynn & Peter Young, Carol Prior & Julie Verity;
Novice League, Bob Young, Alan Cumbers, Marilyn Young &
Richard Bateman.  

Sussex

www.sccba.co.uk

MANY congratulations to the following SCCBA
members:

To Jean Smallwood, Fran Thornton, Ros
Wolfarth and Eddie Lucioni who, as they did last
year, won the Henfield Candles. The runners-up
were Philip Hunt, Lindsay Geddes, Yves Lebrec and

David Telfer and the winners of the non-expert prize were
Helen Kent, Wendy Keech, Mervyn Wotton and Hazel Ogden.

To Ray Burnett & Carol Morrison and Dee Murray &
Claire Weston who were joint winners of this year’s
Eastbourne Basic Bridge Pairs 

To the winners of Division 1 of the Sussex League who
were Dave Franklin, with Gerry Stanford, Jeremy Willans and
Ian Draper.

Worcestershire

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire

THE only competition held in the closing stages
of the season was the Chairman’s Cup, restricted
to players with less than five years’ experience.
Convincing winners this year were Cathy Geer
and Sally Kelly, with Sean Richardson and Barry

Lister in second position.
As well as the League and Grand Prix Teams, which are

open to all-comers, there are a number of competitions
coming up which are restricted to Worcestershire County
Members.  The County’s premier event is the Championship
Knockout Teams of Four, the winners of which go forward to
represent the County in the Pachabo Cup.  Matches in this
event can be played at a time that is convenient to members
of the teams drawn against each other. We would encourage
all county members to form a team and take part in this

competition.  In addition, we have the Men’s and Ladies’ Pairs
on 12 Sep and the County Mixed Teams on 24 October.

The first heat of the Inter-Club Teams, which has attracted
an increased number of teams each year, will be held on 23
Sep and we are hoping for another record entry for this very
enjoyable series. 

Yorkshire 

www.ycba.co.uk/

SCARBOROUGH Congress:
Mixed Pairs: Sue McIntosh & Phil Cooper,
Women’s Pairs: Janet Latham & Agnes Baxter,
Men’s Pairs: Ted Latham & Peter Baxter,
Championship Pairs: Annette & Mike Jackson,

Swiss Teams: Philip Mason, Robin Ashdown and Annette &
Mike Jackson.

Nelson Rose Bowl (Women’s Teams): Catherine
Thompson, Lesley Bridson, Agnes Baxter & Jill Foggitt.

Yorkshire Individual: 1st David Duckworth; 2nd Dennis
Thompson; 3rd Terry Jacobs; 4th Laurie Lewis.

Leeds Swiss Teams: Alan Brosgill & Tony McNiff 
West Yorkshire Swiss Teams: Stuart Davies, George Bak,

Gill Copeland & Steve Blackburn
Yorkshire Congress: Improvers Pairs: Anthony Taglione &

Terry Hainsworth,  Mixed Pairs: Fiona Brown & Michael
Byrne, Women’s Pairs: Shelagh Flett & Agnes Baxter, Men’s
Pairs: Phil Morrison & Alan Jarvis, Improvers Teams:
Anthony Taglione, Paula Malone, Vivienne & David
Goodman, Championship Pairs: Sandra Penfold & Norman
Selway

York Mount Group Trophy: Mike Jackson & John Hayton.
Chairman’s Plate: Alan Brosgill & Robin Jepson.
Championship Teams: Fiona Brown, Michael Byrne,

Hugh McGann & Cameron Small.
John Colley Trophy: Carole Kelly, Geoff Kenyon, Alan

Brosgill & Robin Jepson.
Scarborough Trophy: Laurie & Margaret Andrews, Helen

Wildsmith & Tim Chanter.
Retford Swiss Teams: Julia Staniforth, Barbara Boaler,

Chris Quigley & Richard Draycott.

BERT (BERTIE) SHIEBERT (Bedfordshire): We are sad
to report the death of Bertie Shiebert on 15 May
after he was taken into the Luton and Dunstable
hospital a couple of weeks earlier.  He died in his
sleep only two months before his 90th birthday.
Bert was one of the finest Bedfordshire players but
had not been well recently and had not played
bridge at Wardown since 29 February.  For full
obituary, see the August Beds Bulletin. More details
are also available on the Wardown web site.

PAUL SHANNON (Surrey): Paul was a member and
committee member of Farnham Bridge Club for
many years. He was a regular player in county
events, but it is as a teacher that most people came
into contact with him.  He taught students all over
the west of Surrey, and also at the University where
he ran the fledgling bridge club. At his funeral his
family were amazed at the scale and extent of his
reach when it came to playing, competing and
tutoring.  

In MemoriamIn Memoriam

Please send obituaries for members who have given great service to their clubs or their
counties for inclusion in this section. Contact the editor:lou@ebu.co.uk


